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Abstract

Carotenoids are tetraprenoid (C40) molecules synthesized in plants, fungi, bacteria and algae, via

the carotenoid biosynthetic pathway (CBP). Some carotenoids are readily converted to vitamin

A (VA) in humans, e.g. 13-carotene, c(-carotene and B-cryptoxanthin 1,2. Vitamin a deficiency

(VAD) affect millions especially children under the age of flve. The CBP in plants is a key

source of pro-vitamin A and is vital to the biofortification of staple crops such as maize, rice

and sorghum, could alleviate the global VAD problem. However the incomplete understanding

of regulation of the pathway is a limiting factor to predictably control carotenoid content at the

systems level. Previous studies have shown that growth conditions, such as light, play a major

role in the biosynthesis of carotenoids. A systems biology approach was therefore used to analyse

microarray data sets derived from A. thaliana grown under various conditions and treated with

different stimuli.

Thirty two genes have previously been identified as being involved in the CBP. These genes

were found to be highly differentially expressed depending on stress type. All stimuli including

drought, cold, heat, osmotic, oxidative and salt but wounding had a significant influence on the

CBP genes. Gene expression induced by abiotic stress occured 30 min after exposure. These

findings are indicative that an immediate systemic signal is sent to the rest of the plant in re-

sponse to stress. A correlation analyses revealed strongly positive correlation between PSY and
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its co-expressed genes, suggesting they share a common regulatory mechanism. Promoter con-

tent analyses identified 20 enriched TFBMs among carotenoid genes. The most prevalent TFBMs

found in the promoter regions of the CBP genes show a 1.25-3 fold increase in prevalence with

a p-value < 0.05. Similar GO terms are enriched for CBP genes and their co-expressed genes.

These findings indicate that carotenoid biosynthetic pathway genes and their co-expressed genes

are involved in similar metabolic pathways and functional processes. This study identilied cold,

drought and heat to influence carotenoid gene expression and has led to the identilication of

molecular switches that can be modulated to control the biosynthetic pathway.

Four motifs without any GO annotation and no specific known motif in plant databases were

identified using MEME suite. In this study I propose that these predictions might be novel motifs

and could be specific to carotenoid genes, and may be directly involved in the regulation of

carotenoid biosynthesis.

These lindings may lead to a better understanding of the underlying regulatory mechanisms

involved in the biosynthesis of carotenoids. Furthermore, these findings may assist in establish-

ing ways of enhancing the production of carotenoids, especially pro-vitamin A, in Arabidopsis

thaliana.

Keywords: Vitamin A, Pro-vitamin A,carotenoid biosynthetic pathway, Arabidopsis thaliana,

transcription factor binding motif, promoter, gene expression, correlation, abiotic stress, microar-

ray, regulatory networks, clustering.
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Acronyms

hrs

rthf

shhf

rtl

shl

rt3

sh3

rt6

sh6

rtl2

sh l2

rt24

sh24

TAIR

hours

roots expression at time point 0.5hrs

shoots expression at time point 0.5hrs

roots expression at time point lhr

shoots expression at time point lhr

root expression at time point 3hrs

shoot expression at time point 3hrs

root expression at time point 6hrs

shoot expression at time point 6hrs

root expression at time point l2hrs

shoot expression at time point l2hrs

root expression at time point 24hrs

shoot expression at time point 24hrs

The Arabidopsis Information Resource
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vut

x

t3

v

6

alpha

€

(-

Beta

Gamma

Delta

Epsilon

Zeta

TFBS transcription factor binding site

TFBM Transcription factor binding motif

VAD Vtamin A deficiency

VA Vitamin A

PSY Phytoene Synthase

PDS Phytoene desaturase

CRTISO carotene cls trans isomerase

LCY13 Lycopene beta cyclase

LCYe lycopene epsilon cyclase

LUT5 lutein-deficient 5

LUTI lutein-deficient I

ZDS Zeta car otene desaturase

BOHasel beta-carotene hydroxylase 1

[3OHase2 beta-carotene hydroxylase 2
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tx

C

G

Cytosine

Guanine

Gene ontology

CBP Carotenoid biosynthetic pathway

GGPP Geranyl geranyl phosphate pathway

ACT Arabidopsi s co-expressi on tool

ATHENA Arabidopsis thaliana expression network analyses

NASCarray NottinghamArabidopsisStockCentre

STRING Search tool for the retrieval if interacting genes/proteins

number

base pairs

DB Database

ToPBS percentage of promoters bound in the subset

#of GS number of genes present in subset with bound promoters

ToPBG percentage of promoters bound in the genome

#GG number of genes in genome with bound promoter

fold change

VoCG percentage of promoters bound in Carotenoid genes

GO

n

bp

FC
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x

2D

3D

HSP

MRE

DNA

RNA

MRNA

A. thaliana Arabidopsis thaliarur

three dimensional

two dimensional

heat shock protein

metal response

Deoxyribose nucleic acid

Ribonucleic acid

messenger Ribonucleic acid

Adenine

Thymine

number of carotenoid genes with bound promoter

Vo inGG percentage of promoters bound in genome

#GG number of genes in genome with bound promoter

ABA Abscisic acid

cDNA Complementary Deoxyribose nucleic acid

A

T

#CG
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Chapter 1

Literature Review and lntroduction

1.1 Carotenoids

Carotenoids are organic fat soluble pigments produced mainly but not exclusively in photo-

synthetic organisms (Armstrong and Hearstt, 1996). There are more than 600 known natural

carotenoids and all have only been synthesized in plants (Olson, 1996). Arguably the most well-

known carotenoid is the one that gives this group its name, carotene, found in carrots and re-

sponsible for their bright orange colour. The colour of carotenoids is directly linked to their

structure in that carotenoids are characterized by a large (35-40 carbon atoms) polyene chain,

sometimes terminated by rings (Figure I .l ). The double carbon-carbon bonds interact with each

other in a process called conjugation (Marrs, I 996). As the number of double bonds increases, the

wavelength of the absorbed light increases, giving the compound an increasingly red appearance

(Armstrong and Hearstt , 1996:. Park et al. , 2002).

In photosynthetic organisms, carotenoids play a vital role in the photosynthetic reaction cen-

tre (Mayer et a\.,1999). They participate in the energy-transfer process and also protect the reac-

I
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1.1 Carotenoids
.,
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Figure l. I : Structural formulae of common Carotenes and Xanthophylls of carotenoids (Cunningham e/ aL,

1996). BB-rings are shown in the structure of [3-carotene. Single [3 ring is present in q-carotene structure. Xantho-

phylls contains a hydroxyl (OH) gloup at either one end or both ends of the chemical structure

tion centre from auto-oxidation. In non-photosynthetic organisms, carotenoids have been linked

to oxidation-preventing mechanisms (Armstrong and Hearstt, 1996; Olson, 1996). Carotenoids

where some of the double bonds have been oxidized, such as lutein and zeaxanthin, are known as

xanthophylls; whereas the un-oxidized carotenoids such as c(-carotene, B-carotene and lycopene

are known as carotenes (Olson et a\..1993).
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1.2 Carotenoid biosynthetic pathway and the production of carotenes 3

1.2 Carotenoid biosynthetic pathway and the production of

carotenes

In the initial stage of the carotenoid biosynthetic pathway, geranylgeranyl pyrophosphate (GGPP)

is converted to phytoene using the enzyme phytoene syntase (PSY) (Isaacson et a\.,2002). Two

units of the C20 compound GGPP are aggregated together by the use of PSY to form the C40

compound phytoene (Armstrong and Hearstt, 1996).It is this enzymatic step that is known to be

rate limiting in tissues and developmental stages of various plant species (Park et a|.,2002).

Phytoene which is unable to absorb light at visible wavelengths is not a true pigment in

the sense that it undergoes four consecutive desaturation steps (Isaacson e/ a\.,2002). The first

two steps in the pathway are perfbrmed by PDS and the latter two steps are performed by ZDS

(Li et o1.,2009). The red pigment lycopene is produced from this reaction, which is the main

pigment in red tomatoes (Armstrong and Hearstt, 1996). Lycopene is also produced in cyanobac-

teria and in plants by these desaturase reactions, and it is known as pro-lycopene (Bartley et al.,

1999). A further enzymatic step is necessary to produce the all-trans-lycopene. The enzyme

carotene isomerase (CRTISO) converts lycopene from cis-trans lycopene, which is thus the main

substrate for downstream reactions such as the bifurcation of the CBP pathway (Cunningham,

2002:Isaacson e/ al.,2002,Park et a|.,2002).

Bifurcation of the CBP pathway leads to either (i) the synthesis of a.-carotene involving two

different cyclases or (ii) iJ-carotene production catalysed by B-carotene cyclase (LCY13) in two

consecutive cyclization reactions (Cunningham et al., 1996; Cunningham, 2002). Knockout mu-

tants in the e -ring cyclization step (LUT2) results in the accumulation of higher levels of B-

http://etd.uwc.ac.za/



1.3 Gene regulation

carotene and violaxanthin (Villamor and Fawzi, 2005). The only difference between d-carotene

and B-carotene is the position of a double bond in one of the end rings (Figure 1.21(Parket al.,

2002).

Figure 1 .2: A simplified version of the carotenoid biosynthetic pathway in plants.Enzymatic reactions are repre-

sented by arrows, dashed lines represent nrultiple enzymatic steps (Matthews and Wurtzel, 2007).

1.3 Gene regulation

Gene expression of all genes may vary according to one or more of the following:

o the developmental stage,

o external stimuli such as heat, drought, cold, wounding, oxidation and osmosis,

o location of the cell, and

4
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1.3.1 Transcriptional regulation

Regulation of gene expression occurs at a multitude of levels within a cell and is therefore

important for the transcription of DNA (Dillon and Festenstein, 2002). DNA is said to be tran-

scribed within the nucleus of the cell into mRNA, which is then spliced in higher organisms

(Chow et al., 1977; Arabidopsis and Initiative, 2000). Splicing occures to remove introns and

bring exons together. Thereafter translation of mRNA into protein sequences occur in the cyto-

plasm and the protein is then folded into a functional 3D structure (Mayer et al., 1999; Meyer,

2000; Meier et a|.,2008).

1.3.1 Tfanscriptionalregulation

Transcription is the first leading step leading to gene expression (Koch, 1996;Kane et a\.,2000).

When a cell recieves an external stimulus, a protein signalling cascade transmits the message

from a surface receptor to the neucleus of the cell(Logem ann et al. , 1995: Melhus et al., 1998).

Within the nucleus, the chromatin unwinds in order for the regulator proteins to attach to the

chromatin and as a result more or less transcription of the gene will occur. (Cold et al.,2OOO). The

transcribed mRNA molecule, which is a copy of the specific gene, is exported to the cytoplasm

where translation and folding of proteins occur (Mayer et a1.,1999; Seki et al.,2OO2).

Li et al., (2009) has shown that the transcription process is integral to the level of gene

expression. From empirical evidence by Struhl (1995), transcription is seen to be one of the

strongest and most versatile stages of regulation of expression levels. The way transcription oc-

curs is by the attachment of transcription factors onto the DNA. Once these factors are attached,

they either block, enhance or initiate the transcription of a gene in the vicinity (Rao et a\.,2000,

Tabata et aI,,2000). The transcription factors usually bind to locations in the DNA that are char-

5
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1.3.2 Regulation in the promoter region 6

acterised by the presence of short motifs known as the TFBS (Wilhelm and Thomashow, 1993;

Molina and Grotewold, 2005)

Upstream of a gene close to the transcription start site there is a core promoter. In plants, it

is roughly live to fifteen base pairs long. Core promotff motifs such as the TATA-box (3-6 base

pairs long) are well conserved between different species suggesting that their sequence is crucial

to the regulation of genes (Shahmuradov et a\.,2005; Molina and Grotewold, 2005)

1.3.2 Regulation in the promoter region

Upstream of the core promoter, is the general promoter region, which contains regulatory infor-

mation important for determining when and where these genes are to be transcribed (Li et al.,

2009). There are many other DNA and protein elements present such as enhancers, activators,

sigma factors and transcription factors, that are crucial to the regulation of promoters and tran-

scription (Figure 1.3) (Hegde er al.,20OO).

In general, the core promoter is necessary to start transcription (Molina and Grotewold, 2005).

The enhancers are not always necessary, however, it may be utilized during the exposure to as-

pecific stimuli (Dillon and Festenstein,2OO2). Therefore, at the location of regulatory elements,

specific transcription factors are bound based on the "lock and key" mechanism because they

encompass a complementary component that fits well into the DNA structure of nucleotides

(Cold er a\.,2000). RNA polymerase then binds to the DNA and starts transcribing, resulting

in an mRNA copy of the gene, which is produced linearly from 5' to 3'. New proteins such as

heat shock proteins (HSP) are then formed which controls the expression level of different genes

(Rao e/ a1.,2000).

http://etd.uwc.ac.za/



1.3.2 Regulation in the promoter region 7

ranscr iption
--)

Figure 1.3: Diagram of the pre-initiation complex present at the time of transcription. This image shows the

pre-initiation complex. RNA polymerase II is only able to start transcription by binding to the pre-initiation complex.

RNA polymerase II is bound to a group of proteins that assemble around the starl point of transcription, the proteins

plovide a base for the binding of polymerase II. The enhancer proteins and promoter proteins, as shown in the ligure,

help to stabilize the pre-initiation complex long enough for RNA polymerase II to bind. Without these enhancer

proteins and promoter proteins, it is less likely that tlanscription will occur (Rao er n/., 2000).

Heat shock proteins (HSP) are a class of functionally related proteins involved in the folding

and unfolding of other proteins. HSPs are found in virtually all living organisms, from bacteria to

humans. Their expression is increased when cells are exposed to elevated temperatures or other

stress (De Maio, 1999). This increase in expression is transcriptionally regulated. The dramatic

up regulation of the heat shock proteins is a key part of the heat shock response and is induced

primarily by heat shock factor (HSF) (Wu, 1995).
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1.4 Regulation of gene expression in plants in response to abiotic stress 9

1.4 Regulation of gene expression in plants in response to abi-

otic stress

Gene expression proliling is the measurement of the expression of thousands of genes at once, to

create a global picture of cellular function. These profiles can, for example, distinguish between

cells that are actively dividing, or show how the cells react to a particular stimuli. Many exper-

iments of this sort measure the expression from an entire genome simultaneously, that is, every

gene transcript present in a particular cell.

Monitoring the genome-wide expression levels of thousands of genes concurrently under dif-

ferent conditions requires robust, large-scale experimental tools. DNA Microarray technology

captures genome-wide gene expression profiles, informing us about the differential expression of

genes under certain environmental conditions. Microarray technology enables monitoring of cell-

, tissue- and developmental stage-specific gene expression profiles and simultaneous quantitative

analyses of expression levels of genes (DeRisi et al., 1996; Baldwin et al., 1999; Van Hal et al.,

2000; Ye et aI.,2002), which could aid in the understanding of the involvement of multiple genes

in the particular biological processes or signalling pathways.

Microarray technology has been used in the plant research field for gene studies in recent

years (Wisman and Ohlrogge,2000). Schena et al.(1995) studied the expression of 45 Arabidop-

sis genes printed on an array and detected low expression levels of these genes in response to

abiotic stress. Reymond et al. (2000) analyzed 150 wounded and insect-related genes of Ara-

bidopsis, which are genes that are up regulated during wounding as a result of insect feeding.

Grike et.ctl. (2000) analyzed genes related to seed development in Arabidopsis. Grike et. al.

http://etd.uwc.ac.za/



1.4 Regulation of gene expression in plants in response to abiotic stress 10

(2000) found that 25Vo and l07o of the genes tested showed a 2 and l0 times increase in ex-

pression respectively during Arabidopsis seed development. All these results suggest that cDNA

microarrays are useful in identifying new genes, as well as in the study of expression profiling of

the tissue-specific or environment responsive genes.

Kilian and others (2007) observed large differences between the expression levels of differ-

entially expressed genes in response to abiotic stress, where the number of genes up regulated

genes exceeded the number of genes down regulated genes. Fewer genes ellicited a response

after exposure to drought stress, this led to the conclusion that plants recovered relatively fast

from drought. Cold and osmotic stress displayed similar responses as observed for drought albeit

at a lower expression level. The rest of the stimili including oxidative stress, salt and wounding

caused only transient changes. Furthermore, Kilian et al. (2007) looked at the transcription fac-

tors that were at play during the exposure of the above mentioned stresses. Four of the 9 genes

that were up regulated afier only 30min exposure to cold, drought and UVB collectively,were

bonafide transcriptional regulators and included compliment signalling components such as Ca2+

(Kilian et aI.,2007)

A recent paper by Meier et al., (2011) observed a numberof genes expression being highly

correlated with PSY expression, the driver gene of the carotenoid biosynthetic pathway. The

top 50 co-expressed genes had r'-values ranging between 0.84 and 0.91. Where the r'-value is

the expression correlation coefficient. PSY was fbund to be co-expressed with genes encoding

proteins that have critical functional roles in photosynthetic machinary. Similarly co-expression

analyses revealed that expression of all nuclear genes that are known or predicted to function

at each of the individual steps in the CBP are highly comelated to PSY. The high degree of

http://etd.uwc.ac.za/



1.4 Regulation of gene expression in plants in response to abiotic stress 11

co-expression between the MEP pathway, phytochrome pathway and ALA biosynthesis strongly

suggests that transcription of these pathways are regulated by a common mechanism (Meier et al.,

201r).

Heat maps revealed that the transcription of PSY and its co-expressed genes is modulated in a

uniform manner in response to various environmental conditions. Meier et al.,(201l) found this

to be consistent with the high expression values of the co-expressed genes in roots. Functional

annotation of the co-expressed genes revealed a number of significantly enriched GO terms. For

the catagory "biological processes", terms such as "photosynthesis", "plastid organisation" and

"biogenesis" were enriched. For the catagory molecular function, terms such as "tetraprenoid

ntetabolic process" and "carotenoid biosynthesis" were enriched and fbr cellular components

"choroplasts", "thylakoid parts" and "plastid parts" were enriched. Additionally Meier et al.

(201l) looked at carotenoid gene expression under osmotic stress and found that a more im-

mediate response was ellicited in roots where the stress was applied, than in shoots. Specific

genes such as ZDS, BOHase l, pOHase 2, ABAI, VDE and NCED3 had an early and sustained

increase in expression in response to osmotic stress . In addition the researchers showed a re-

duction in expression of carotenoid genes in shoot tissue between 3 and 6 hours and they show a

continued decrease for the entire 24hr period. They also observed a strong and transient induc-

tion in BOHase 2 andZDS, two known core carotenoid genes, between 3-12hrs in shoot tissue.

Promoter content analyses revealed 2 cis-elements (GBOX and AuxRE) to be enriched in the the

promoters of the co-expressed genes and were proposed as candidate regulatory elements that aid

in the regulation of their transcription of the co-expressed genes.

http://etd.uwc.ac.za/



1.5 Gene expression profiling using microarrays t2

1.5 Gene expression profiling using microarrays

Gene expression proliling is a means of measuring the expression of thousands of genes at once

to get a global understanding of cellular function. Studying these profiles may lead to the de-

tection of genes that are differentially regulated in response to a specilic treatment or cells that

are actively dividing. Expression profiling studies report genes that are differentially regulated

and that shows statistically significant differences in gene expression under defined experimental

conditions.

Microarrays are tools used fbr analysing gene expression, consisting of glass slides or tiny

membranes, probes and multiple numbers of genes arranged in an ordered manner

(Ramaswamy and Golub,2002). Microarray technology exploits the capability of a given cDNA

molecule to specifically hybridize to the template from which it has originated (Lee et aI.,2000).

Using this tool, scientists are able to determine the expression levels of thousands of genes within

a cell (Kane et a\.,2000).

1.5.1 The Importance of Microarrays

Microarrays are useful when one wants to survey a large number of genes quickly or when the

sample that needs to be analysed is small (Churchill, 2002). This technology can be used to assay

gene expression in a single sample or to compare the gene expression in two different cell types or

tissue samples such as healthy or diseased tissue (Hegde et a\.,2000). Because a microarray can

be used to examine the expression of hundreds or thousands of genes, it promises to revolutionize

the way scientists examine gene expression (Ramaswamy and Golub, 2002).
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1.5.2 Future prospects of microarrays t4

an increased likelihood of functional relation as a result of the guilt by association principle

(Mayer et a\.,1999)

1.5.2 Future prospects of microarrays

As more and more information accumulates, scientists will be able to use microarrays to answer

more complex questions and perform more challenging experiments. With these new advances,

researchers will be able to functionally categorise genes based on similarities in expression pat-

terns in comparison to patterns of known genes. this is mainly due to the fact that genes that

share similar expression profiles tend to share simliar functional annotations. Ultimately, such

advanced studies promise reveal new patterns of gene expression and to expand the sizes of cur-

rent existing gene families. Furthermore, since gene products interact with an array of other gene

products our limited understanding of these gene interactions will become much more clearer

through this type of analyses. Microarrays may also enable scientists to examine much larger

datasets rapidly and thus decrease the time needed for identification of key genes involved in

various biological processes.

Microarray based expression profiling has been remarkably successful at elucidating the

spatio-temporal patterns of mRNA transcripts within cells and tissues, however there are a num-

ber of shortcomings to the existing technology. Both sensitivity and specificity can be low with

microarrays. Accuracy can also be negatitely affected by the low dynamic range of existing mi-

croalray technology. Perhaps more importantly, microarrays restrict the expression profiling data

to specific annotations and content.

Digital expression profiling usingnext generation sequencing (NGS) promises to reduce or in
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some cases eliminate these weaknesses. NGS has enabled sequencing of DNA at unprecedented

speed and thereby has revolutionised genomics. Next-Gen technologies facilitate whole genome

and transcriptome sequencing and targeted resequencing, and are applicable to a wide variety of

scientific investigations. NGS offers extremely high sensitivity and accuracy which is in contrast

with that seen from microarrays. NGS is thus seen as the way forward for expression proliling in

the near future.

1.6 Co-expression and correlation analyses of carotenoid genes

and their co-expressed genes

Genes are seen to be co-expressed when they share a similar expression profile under a specific

stimulus or when they are expressed at the same time in the same model organism as determined

by multiple experiments (Chen et al.,2Ol0). Gene co-expression, can imply the presence of a

functional linkage between genes (Meier et aI.,2011). Co-expression analysis has uncovered

gene regulatory mechanisms in model organisms such as Escherichia coliand yeast. Recently,

accumulation of Arabidopsis microaray data has facilitated a genome-wide inspection of gene

co-expression profiles in this model plant. In this study Manfield et. al., (2006) used a network

analyses approach that provided an intuitive way to represent complex co-expression patterns

between many genes (Manfield et a1.,2006). Co-expression network analysis is a powerful ap-

proach for data-driven hypothesis construction and gene prioritization, and provides novel in-

sights into the system-level understanding of plant cellular processes (Obayashi et aI.,2007).
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1.7 Promoter content analyses and functional enrichment

In higher eukaryotes, gene transcription is controlled by a variety of mechanisms such as chro-

matin modifications or degradation via complementary miRNAs. Gene promoters and their ci,s-

regulatory element composition, however, are the initial checkpoints for transcriptional gene ac-

tivities and define the potential spatiotemporal expression of a gene (Howell et a1.,2009). Iden-

tifying and characterising transcription factor binding sites is a prerequisite to understanding

regulation of individual genes and their functions within regulatory networks. To overcome ex-

perimental limitations, computational methods have been developed as time- and cost-effective

complements for large-scale motif discovery. These include mapping of known motifs and the

identification of de novo motifs(Wang et a1.,2009).

Transcription factors interact with specific DNA elements, protein elements and other factors

and the basal transcriptional machinery to regulate the expression of target genes. In plants,

transcriptional regulation is mediated by more than 1500 transcriptional factors; each of these

factors controls the expression of tens or even thousands of target genes in complex signalling

networks (Li and Tompa, 2006).

Microarray gene expression data can help to identify groups of co-expressed genes. Clusters

of such co- expressed genes are assumed by Meier et.al20l I to be co-regulated and upstream

sequences of these genes are likely to share common DNA motif.s (Sandve and DrablO s, 2006).

Presumed upstream regulatory regions of arbitrary length can be selected to identify candidate

DNA motifs (Sharma et al.,2Oll). Because of their importance we studied motifs that were

over represented amongst the promoters of carotenoid genes and their co-expressed genes to
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get a global understanding of the regulatory modules involved in the regulation of carotenoid

biosynthetic pathway. As a result of the incomplete understanding of regulation it is clear that

novel discoveries should be a priority, as a result de novo motif prediction will add value to

the basic knowledge available to fully understand the regulatory modules that exist in complex

organisms(Ettwiller et al., 2007 ). With a broader spectrum of knowledge, more in depth studies

can be underlaken and more complex questions can be answered

1.7.1 Available computational tools for expression profiling and promoter

content analyses

There are many online tools available for research in the area of gene expression prolilinS, co-

expression analyses, correlation analyses and promoter content analyses. Databases housing

microarray data for Arabidopsis thaliana under the influence of various environmental stimuli

include the Information Arabidopsis Resource (TAIR) (http://www.arabidopsis.org/indexjsp.)

(Huala et a\.,2001) and the Nottingham Arabidopsis Stock Centre's (NASCarray) (Craigon et al.,

2004).

TAIR is a database containing genetic and molecular information about Arabidopsis thaliana,

including complete genome sequences, gene product information as well as gene structures.

Other infonnation includes metabolic data, genome maps, genetic and physical maps, gene ex-

pression, publications as well as information about the Arabidopsis research community (Huala et al.,

200r).

NASCarray (http://affymetrix.arabidopsis.info/narrays/experimentbrowse.pl) is a database con-

taining over 400 arrays of Arabidopsis thaliana experimental data under various biotic and abiotic
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stimuli. The website contains pre-calculated values for the expression of genes of interest under

various experimental conditions. Either multiple or single experiments can be viewed by the user

depending on the biological question

STRING database

STRING (http://string-db.org/) the online database for the identification of protein-protein inter-

actions focuses on functional protein association. Protein-protein interaction networks are an

important ingredient fbr the system-level understanding of cellular processes. Such networks

can be used for Iiltering and assessing functional genomics data and for providing an intuitive

platform for annotating structural, functional and evolutionary properties of proteins, all this is

possible by intemogating the protein protein interactions between genes. Exploring the predicted

interaction networks can suggest new directions for future experimental research and provide

cross-species predictions for efficient interaction mapping

ATTED-II database

ATTED-II (http://attedjp) is a database of gene co-expression in Arabidopsis that can be used

to prioritize genes and to infer functionality of genes for studies targeted at understanding the

underlying regulatory modules of co-expressed genes (Obayashi et aI.,2007, 2009). AITED-II

provides a resource for expression networks offering the following functionality

o It has a new measure for gene co-expression, to enable the retrieval of functionally related

genes more accurately,

o It contains click-able maps for all gene networks in order to enhance step-by-step naviga-
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tlon,

o It includes information about protein-protein interactions,

o It identifies conserved patterns of co-expression, and

o It shows and connects Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) pathway in-

formation to identify functional modules(Obayashi et al., 2007, 2009)

ACT database

ACT (http://www.arabidopsis.leeds.ac.uk/act/index.php./) uses large microarray datasets from

the Nottingham Arabidopsis Stock Centre. This database stores pre-calculated co-expression

results for 22,800 genes based on data from over 400 arrays. It allows for the identification

of gene co-expression patterns across single or multiple arrays depending on the user's needs

(Manfield et aI.,2006).

ATHENA database

ATHENA (http://www.bioinformatics2.wsu.edu/cgi-bin/Athena/cgilhome.pl) is an online web tool

that aids in the understanding of the regulatory networks that control plant gene expression. It

enables one to visualize the promoter regulatory sequences in Arabidopsis thaliana. Athena con-

tains over 30000 predicted promoter sequences. The visualisation tool enables the inspection of

key regulatory elements in multiple sequences (?).
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1.8 Rationale and focus

ln 2007 a study by Kilian and others observed large differences in expression levels between

differentially regulated genes. From the studies done on drought stress it was found that very few

genes indicated a reaction to drought and this led them to the conclusion that plants recovered

relatively fast from drought as an increase in expression profiles were observed. They also found

that majority of the up and down regulated genes were specific for drought, cold and UVB stress

Similarly these genes were also responsive to salt wounding and osmotic stress and up regulated

genes were shared to a high degree amongst the stresses in both roots and shoots. Furthermore,

Kilian et. al. (2007) looked at the transcription factors that were active during the exposure to

these stresses. They found that 4 of the 9 genes that were up regulated after only 30min under

cold, drought and UVB were well characterised transcriptional regulators. These four factors

identified were found to complement signalling components such as Ca2+ (Kilian et aI.,2007)

A systems biology approach has successfully been used in predicting regulatory mechanisms

in eukaryotes (Meier et al., 2008). Meier et al. have shown that when sets of genes are co-

expressed under various stimuli, it is likely that they share common regulatory mechanisms. par-

ticularly common transcription factor binding sites and specific motifs (=6-8 bases) (Meier et al.,

201 l)). Therefore, the identification of common promoter signatures encoding carotenoid genes

and their co-expressed genes in the CBP can be used to build putative gene networks that are

predicted to play a key role in elevating carotenoid levels with panicular relevance to food crops

However, investigations by Kilian et al.,(2007 ) and more recently Meier et al., (201I ), looked

at overall gene expression in Arabidopsis. The gene expression in the carotenoid pathway was
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not studied in isolation. Similarly, regarding regulatory modules, Kilian et al., (2007) and Meier

et al., (2011) looked at global regulators involved in stress tolerance and isoprenoid production

respectively. As regards to stress factors, Meier et al.,(201l) focused on the effect of osmotic

stress on ABA, GA and carotenoid biosynthesis. Kilian, et al., (2001), however, looked at the

global efl'ect of cold, drought, UV-B, salt, wounding and osmotic stresses in Arabidopsis

During the preparation of this thesis a similar albeit slightly different approach was published

by Meier et al. (201 l). In this study I investigate the transcriptional effects of environmental

factors influencing carotenoid biosynthesis, as well as the underlying transcriptional regulatory

mechanism involved in carotenoid synthesis in Arabidopsis thaliana. In Meier et al,very broad

conclusions were made regarding the development of Arabidopsis thaliana and its underlying

regulatory mechanisms without investigating the carotenoid biosynthetic pathway and its associ-

ated genes in isolation. Not much is known, therefore, about carotenoid biosynthesis and which

genes are directly involved in the biosynthetic pathway of carotenoids

The aims of this study are:

I . To compile a list of known carotenoid genes with a direct involvement in B carotene pro-

duction,

2. To identify genes that are co-expressed and have correlated differential expression with

known carotenoid genes, across various conditions and stresses

3. To discover putative cis-elements and transcription factors with a key role in the transcrip-

tion regulation pathway of carotenoid biosynthetic genes

4. To use a systems biology approach to mine microarray data to identify conditions affecting
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carotenoid gene expression

1.9 Structure of the thesis

The rest of the thesis is organised as follows. Chapter 2 details the methods used to study the

regulatory attributes of the carotenoid biosynthetic pathway in Arabidopsis thaliana under abiotic

stress. A flow chart representing the flow of information and the various tools used is shown in

Figure 1.6.

In Chapter 3I present the results obtained from analyses tools and provide detailed descrip-

tions of the findings.

In Chapter 4 I discuss the relevance and significance of results obtained, and draw conclu-

sions from the results which contribute to a better understanding of the underlying regulatory

mechanism of the carotenoid biosynthetic pathway.

In Chapter 5 I summarise the key findings and main conclusions from this str-ldy and propose

future avenues to enhance and extend this research.
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Figure 1.6: A diagram of methodologies used in the thesis.
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Chapter 2

Methodology

In this Chapter we aim to describe the methodologies employed throughout this thesis. The chap-

ter is devided into three sections and various subsections, section one covers the methodologies

used to identify putative conditions affecting carotenoid gene expression. The second section

addresses different methods for comparing expression proliles of carotenoid genes under various

abiotic stresses as well as a method for clustering genes with similar expression profiles. The

final section describes the methods used fbr the promoter content analyses section of this thesis.

Details on the perameters that are used are also included in this chapter.

2.1 Identification of conditions affecting carotenoid gene ex-

presslon

2.1.1 Extraction of data using literature

A list of 32 experimentally verified carotenoid genes was compiled using of literature. These

genes include those previously identified as being potentially linked to the carotenoid biosyn-

24
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thetic pathway (CBP) and genes that are carotenoid producing. Genes from the non-menavolate

pathway (MEP), menavolate, geranylgeranyl phosphate pathway (GGPP) and flavournoid path-

way were also included in the list. As they have previously been shown to be interlinking path-

ways that are involved in carotenoid biosynthesis process. These pathways are also known for

their involvement in the production of pro-vitamin Ain Arabidopsis thaliana(Li et a\.,2009)

2.1.2 ldentification of environmental stimuli that affect carotenoid gene ex-

pression

Literature was skillfully mined to determine which of the stresses were most highly influential

in the survival of the Arabidopsis thaliana species and critical to carotenoid biosynthesis. From

the extensive experiments done by investigators such as Kilian et al. (2007) and Meier et al,

(2008) it was clear that drought, cold and UVB stress affecting Arabidopsis thaliana, had a

greater effect on the gene expression and were directly involved in carotenoid biosynthesis. To

investigate the gene expression profiles of core carotenoid genes, expression data derived from

microarray experiments were retrieved from NASCarray Files -137, 138, 139, 140, 141,145

and 146, containing the expression of the whole genome under various abiotic stresses, were

retrieved from the Arabidopsis information resource (TAIR) and NASC- array (the Nottingham

Arabidopsis Stock Centre's microarray database) (Huala et aI.,2001;Craigon et a\.,2004). The

stresses include: cold, heat, osmotic, oxidative, drought,light, wounding, and salt stress and were

a larger dataset compared to that used by Meier et al.(2011)

The retrieved files were text-mined to extract the relevant infbrmation pertaining to the known

carotenoid genes using a perl script (col.pl in appendix A) and this information was stored as a tab
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delimited file. These files then became the dataset for further analysis. The complete genome files

were used as our background datasets. The following ten core carotenoid genes with TAIR id's

(alias), AT5G17230 (PSY), Nl4Gl4210 (PDS), ATlG06820 (CRTISO), ATlGl0230 (LCYl3),

Nl 4C257 00 ( [3 OHase I ), AI5G52570 ( 
13 OHase2), AI I G3 I 800 (LUT5 ),

AT3G53l30 (LUTI), AT3G04870 (ZDS) and AT5G57030 (LCYc) were selected from the list

of 32 genes. These genes were selected because they are genes that are serially represented in

the carotenoid biosynthetic pathway. PSY, one of the core carotenoid genes, is the driver gene

of the carotenoid biosynthetic pathway and thus influences carotenoid gene expression directly.

This is therefore the primary reason for selecting these genes for analyses in this section. The

above mentioned genes will be used as a reference to investigate the effect of various stimuli on

carotenoid gene expression at different time points ranging between 0.5hrs- 24hrs.

2.1.3 Data processing

The data downloaded from TAIR was then formatted using a perl script (extract.pl in appendix

A). New tab delimited text files were created for the whole genome. This file contained relevant

columns of the original data sheet including gene ids, p-values and expression values for each of

the time points varying fromO.5-24hrs. The relevant tab delimited files were then imported into

a MySQL database. This was done by running another script on the data (ave.pl in appendix A).

This script calculated the mean value for the replicates of each gene at 6 different time points

namely 0.5, I , 3, 6, I 2 and 24hrs for the whole genome. The average p-value for the replicates

was also calculated and placed in the tab delimited lile along with the mean expression value for

the whole genome. Infbrmation for the 32 known carotenoid genes were extracted and placed in
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new tab delimited files for further analyses

2.1.4 Expression profiling

An expression fold change value was calculated for the core carotenoid genes under various stress

conditions as mentioned in section 2.2.3,with respect to the control samples from NASCarray-

137 in two tissue types(root and shoot).

A fold change is a ratio of the measured value for an experiment sample to the value of a

control sample.

The file for the control samples is available at

http://affy.arabidopsis.info/narrays/experimentpage.pl?experimentid= I 37

The fold change values were calculated by deviding the expression of the core carotenoid

gene devide by the expression value of those genes in the control sample. An R-script (foldchange

appendix A) was used to plot graphs of the fold change expression values at different time points

(0.5, I , 3, 6, 1 2,24hrs) in two tissue types (roots and shoots) fbr all the above mentioned abiotic

stress treatments.

2.2 Co-expression and co-correlation analyses

There are two methods of undertaking a co-expression analysis, namely a guide-gene approach

and a non-targeted approach (Figure 2.1)

In a guide-gene approach a single gene is used as a driver gene at any given time. Publicly

available databases are mined using the driver gene as a guide. Results obtained from mining the
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co-expression databases are visualised. A second guide gene is selected and a similar process is

followed thereafter the results frorn both guide genes are compared and evaluated with regard to

the hypothesis

In a non-targeted approach a list of genes i.e. test dataset, is used as the driver of the experi-

ment. Multiple genes are taken into consideration. Co-expression databases are mined to identify

genes that are co-expressed with the entire test dataset instead of a single guide-gene at a time as

in the guide-gene approach. The results obtained are then visualised and evaluated based on the

hypothesis

For the purpose of our co-expression analysis a combination of the two approaches were used

to identify genes that were co-expressed and co-correlated with carotenoid biosynthetic pathway

genes. This can be compared to the guide gene approach used by Meier et al..(2011)

2.2.1 Co-expression analyses using STRING, ATTEDII and ACT co- ex-

pression databases

In this section, the methodologies employed for the co-expression analyses of carotenoid biosyn-

thetic pathway genes using three publicly available databases will be reported.

Protein sequences for the ten core carotenoid genes were retrieved using the Ensembl plants

database

(http://plants.ensembl.org/index.html). Protein coding sequences of the ten core carotenoid genes

were used as a query to search for known and putative protein-protein interactions between core

carotenoid genes and their co-expressed genes using the STzuNG database. This tool was used

to generate gene networks of the protein-protein interactions between co-expressed genes and
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Approach
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Figure 2. l: Practical protocols of co-expression analysis. Left: guide-gene approach, in which co-expression

profiles between and within selected guide genes are first investigated. Right: non-targeted apptoach, in which the

modular structure is exttacted flonr the entire network according to the topology of the links.

each of the l0 core carotenoid biosynthetic genes (Snel er al.,2OO0). The core carotenoid genes

were used as driver genes to produce expression networks. To produce each of the expression
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networks, parameters were judiciously chosen as a follows: (i) a confidence level of 0.7, (ii) a

network depth of 4 and (iii) restricting to show only the top 50 interactions between the core

carotenoid genes and their co-expressed genes. These networks showed the association between

the known genes and possible new uncharacterised genes present in the expression networks

(Mering,2003).

Gene ids were used as a query in AITED-II (http://attedjp) to identify genes that were co-

expressed with the core carotenoid genes. All the parameters for this search were maintained

at default. default setting are sufficient as co-expression is based on mutual rank (MR), that is

calculated as the geometric mean of the correlation rank of gene A to gene B and of gene B

to gene A. Lists of coexpressed genes based on MR values are provided along with a weighted

Pearson's correlation coefficient (PCC) for each gene pair. Expression networks were produced

showing the level of co-expression with reference to the correlation coeflicient.

Gene ids of the ten core carotenoid genes were used to extract probe ids using ACT the

Arabidopsis co-expression tool ( http://www.arabidopsis.leeds. ac.uk/actlindex.php.). The probe

ids were used as a query to identify genes that were co-expressed with core carotenoid genes.

The parameters used for this search included, selecting NfHl-22K arrays, limiting the output to

the top 50 genes co-expressed with core carotenoid genes and Iinally ranking them in descending

(positively correlated) order with regard to the r-value coefficient.

Each of the databases produced a list of co-expressed genes fbr each of the core carotenoid

genes. These lists ofco-expressed genes were used for further analyses.

Each of the co-expressed gene lists produced from the three databases for each of the core

carotenoid genes were scanned using a statistical program, R-script, to identity which genes were
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commonly co-expressed for each gene across web tools. Venn diagrams were plotted to represent

the amount of co-expressed genes shared between the various web tool. Only the genes that

were common for at least two web tools were considered as being truly co-expressed. We now

possessed a co-expressed gene list for each of the core carotenoid genes. These lists were then

scanned using another R-script which then searched across the l0 gene lists for genes that were

enriched across the lists. Each gene was allocated a score that ranged from 0-10, indicating the

amount of gene lists that a specific gene occurs in. Only genes with an occurrence score of more

than 50o/o were added to the final co-expressed gene list. A list of 86 potentially co-expressed

genes were generated and these were used for further analyses

2,2.2 Co-correlation analyses using Pearson correlation measure

The correlation analyses is based on Pearson correlation which measures the strength and direc-

tion of a linear relationship between the variables X and Y. The measure indicates whether there

is negative or positive correlation and usually ranges from -l to l. The closer the correlation is

to * I, the closer to a perfect linear relationship. The association between two variables can be

described using the following indicators:

o -1.0 to -0.7: strong negative association

o -0.7 to -0.3: weak negative association

o -0.3 to +0.3: little or no association

o +0.3 to +0.7: weak positive association

o +0.7 to +l.0: strong positive association
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Both positive and negative correlation are of biological significance. According to the formula

below 2.l,itindicates that the Pearson correlation coefficient, r(X,Y), effectively normalizes the

magnitude of the expression vector. This equation was used to calculate the correlation coefficient

in the online web tool ACT. That is, for genes which have a relatively moderate expression

pattern, even if the expression levels are dramatically different, they will be identified as having

a similar expression response (the Pearson correlation coefficient is close to one).

32

!{x, x)(Y -Y)
r(X. Y) : i:1

\,1x, - x)' Dru -Y)'
i: t i: t

(2.t )

where

o X, Y are variables,

. *,1are averages for X and Y respectively,

o X; and Y, are elements in X and Y respectively
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2.3 Promoter content analyses, functional enrichment and de

novo motif prediction

2.3.1 Promoter extraction of carotenoid genes and their co-expressed genes

The promoter sequences of l000bp upstream and 200bp down stream from the transcription start

site for all 32 carotenoid genes and their co-expressed genes were extracted using ATHENA

(Arabidopsis thaliana expression network analyses). TAIR gene ids were used as an input for

analyses with AIHENA. The promoter regions of all32 carotenoid genes were visualized using

AIHENA visualization tools. Predicted transcription factor binding motifs were identified and

represented by coloured lines visible in the promoter regions of the carotenoid genes. AIHENA

identified CpG islands as well and these are represented by the aqua boxes in the compact view

(?).

2.3.2 De novo motif discovery using MEME Suite

Promoter regions l000bp upstream and 200bp down stream were extracted from TAIR for all

the carotenoid genes. Using a perl script (UTR.pl in appendix A) the promoter proximal regions

were extracted and saved in FASTA format. The list of promoter proximal regions were now the

unaligned sequences as indicated in Figure 2.2. The file with the unaligned sequences was used as

an input for MEME (multiple Em for motif elicitation). To submit a job to meme the following

command needs to be used in the command line: meme <dataset> [optional arguments]. For

the purpose of our analyses the following parameters were used, the <dataset> file containing
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sequences in FASTA format. The optional arguments included -dna indicating that the sequences

used were in DNA alphabet, -runotifs were set to l0 motifs to be identified and -o indicating

the location to which the results need to be written. The rest of the parameters of the software

remained at default. The output of the job from meme was called memelesults and served as an

input for the rest of the analyses.

The MEME results contained a.html file fbr visualization for the user, .xml file and a.txt file.

Each of these files contained exactly the same information, howeverthe dift'erent file formats were

needed as input for Average Motif Affinity (AMA,3), Gene Ontology for Motifs (GOMO,4) and

Motif comparison tool (TOMTOM,2) programs respectively. The flow of information in depicted

in Figtre 2.2.

Identified enriched de novo motifs were next analyzed by TOMTOM in the MEME suite

for comparison against a database of known motifs. TOMTOM uses a list of motifs created

by meme and compares it against known nucleotide databases using Pearson correlation. The

format of the command needed for analyses in TOMTOM was as follows: tomtom foptions]

<query file> <target file> 1. where the options were the parameters, the query file was the

.trt file from meme and the target tile was the database of reference which in this case was the

JASPAR-CORE-DATABASE. All the parameters used for the TOMTOM analyses were set to

default except the threshold and verbosity which was set to I and I respectively.

The program scores a set of DNA sequences given a DNA-binding motif, treating each po-

sition in the sequence as a possible binding event. The score is calculated by averaging the

likelihood ratio scores for all feasible binding events to the given sequence and to its reverse

strand. The binding strength at each potential site is delined as the likelihood ratio of the site
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under the motif versus under a zero-order background model provided by the user. The format

of the command used to create the .cisml file needed for analyses in GOMO is as follows: ama

[options] (motif file> <sequence file> [<background file>], where options indicate the param-

eters, motif file represents the .xml file from the meme analyses, the sequence file is .na file in the

GOMO database repository and the background file is represented by the .na.bile Iile found in

the GOMO database folder. All the parameters for this analysis were set to the programs default

settings.

The purpose of GOMO is to identify possible roles (Gene Ontology terms) for DNA binding

motifs. GOMO returns a list of GO-terms that are signilicantly associated with target genes of the

motif, sorted by q-value (minimum false discovery rate). Gene Ontology provides a controlled

vocabulary to describe gene and gene product attributes in any organism. The command format

for analyses in GOMO was as follows: gomo [options] <go-map file> <scoring file> *, where

options represent the parameters, the go map flle represents the Path to the optional Gene Ontol-

ogy DAG to be used for highlighting the specific terms in the gomo .xml output and the scoring

file represents the .cisrrl file generated by AMA previously. All the parameters for this analysis

were set to default.
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2.3.3 Identification and enrichment analyses of transcription factor bind-

ing motifs

Predicted transcription factor binding motifs (TFBMs) were identified for both the known 32

carotenoid genes and their 86 co-expressed genes. A list of potential TFBMs along with the

frequency of the TFBMs present within in the test set (known carotenoid genes) and the en-

tire genome are available in appendix A. The p-value indicating the significance of each of the

TFBMs are also present in the in appendix A. P-values are calculated according to the hypergeo-

metric distribution. A 7.r-value cut-off of 10-4 is used and is comected according to the Bonferroni

correction method for errors. For further infbrmation on the Bonferroni correction method visit

the following url (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bonferroni-correction).

The list of predicted TFBMs were scanned for potential TFBMs that were significantly en-

riched within our subset in comparison to the entire Arabidopsis thaliana genome. A percentage

fold change enrichment value was calculated using the following equation:

FC_ % present in subset

% present in the genome
(2.2)

2.3.4 GO term enrichment and Functional annotation

The goal of the GO term enrichment analyses was to identify dynamic controlled vocabularies

that can be used to describe the roles of genes and gene products in all organisms. The three orga-

nizing principles of GO are molecular function, biological process and cellular component.(Swarbreck e/ al.,

2008).
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GO terms are used as attributes of gene products in order to facilitate uniform queries across

various databases. The controlled vocabularies of terms are structured to allow both attribution

and querying to be at different levels of granularity. GO annotations identified through TAIR, are

annotations that have been manually curated by curators of TAIR and TIGRs arabidopsis annota-

tion. The annotations made by TAIR are made using a combination of manual and computational

methods (Consortium, 2006).
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Chapter 3

Results

In this chapter we will be describing the cluster analyses of carotenoid genes under various en-

vironmental conditions. The chapter is divided into three sections. In the first section the results

will be displayed as heat maps. This analyses are represented using heat maps as shown in

Figures 2.2A-D. The heat maps describe the behaviour of carotenoid genes under various en-

vironmental stimuli namely, cold, drought, heat, osmotic, oxidative, salt and wounding. The

carotenoid genes are shown on the x-axis while different experiments from each stress is on the

y-axis. Differential expression is measured by the heat maps, up regulation is shown by red

blocks, down regulation is shown by green blocks and genes that show little or no effect under

the influence of the applied stress is shown in black. The second section provides a detailed list

of the results obtained from various computational tools and gives insight in the type of genes

that are co-expressed and co-correlated with carotenoid biosynthetic genes. The final section we

will be describing the results obtained from the Arabidopsis thaliana network analyses tool and

MEME suite. This section is further subdivided into four subsections. Subsection one covers the

overall representation of the promoter region and the identification of predicted TFBM's present

39
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in the promoters of the carotenoid genes. The results are represented by compact views of the

promoter regions extracted from AIHENA. Subsection two cover the identification of enriched

TFBMs, within promoters of carotenoid biosynthetic pathway genes. Subsection three focuses

on GO term enrichment amongst carotenoid genes and their co-expressed genes. The findings

are represented by Pie charts of the three GO term categories, Biological processes, molecular

function and cellular components. The final subsection demonstrates the results for the promoter

content analyses and the identilication of novel motifs.

3.1. Identification of putative conditions affecting carotenoid

gene expressron

3.1.1 ldentification of known carotenoid genes

A total of 32 known carotenoid biosynthetic genes were identified through a literature search. The

gene identifiers, gene descriptions, their aliases and five prospective biosynthetic pathways are

summarized in Table 3.1 These pathways include the MEP (non mevalonate), mevalonate, GGPP,

carotenoid biosynthetic and flavonoid pathways. The CBP genes are split into two groups (Table

3.1). The group highlighted in green are the core carotenoid biosynthetic genes. These genes

were selected because they are genes that are linearly represented in the carotenoid biosynthetic

pathway. The group in blue, contains a group of degradative enzymes involved in carotenoid

biosynthesis.
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Table 3. l: 32 known carotenoid biosynthetic pathway genes derived from literature. Yellow blocks represent

genes involved in MEP, GGPP and Mevalonate pathways. Green blocks represent the core carotenoid genes. The

blue blocks are carotenoid genes that act as degradative enzymes.
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3.1.2 Cluster analyses of carotenoid genes under various environmental

conditions

The behaviour of carotenoid genes under various environmental stimuli namely cold, drought,

heat, osmotic, oxidative, salt and wounding were represented as heat maps. The data represented

in the heat maps are summarized in table 3.2.

From the heat maps it is clear that stimuli differ with regard to their effect on the differential

expression of carotenoid genes. Under cold stress NCED3, BOHase2 and ZEP are strongly up

regulated, while HDS, ISPF, DXS2 and CCD4 are strongly down regulated. Carotenoid genes

such as LCY13, ZDS, PNPase, and ISPH are moderately up regulated, while MAXI ,IPPZ, ZISO,

PDS, CCD1, VDE, LCYe, LUT5, BOHasel and PSY are moderately down regulated. The rest

of the carotenoid genes show no effect under the influence of cold stress (Figure 3.1 and Table

3.2). During drought stress, NCED3 is strongly up regulated and PSY, LUT5, VDE, LCY[3,

LCYc , DXS2, LUTI and CCD4 are strongly down regulated. Some carotenoid genes including

PNPase, DXR, GGPS1, BOHase2 and ESPE are moderately down regulated under the influence

of drought stress (Figure 3.2 and Table 3.2).

When plants are subjected to heat stress, an array of responses prevail. The genes CCD4

and LCYB are strongly up regulated while most of the genes except BOHase2 and LUTI are

moderately up regulated. MAXI however is moderately down regulated under the influence of

heat stress. The rest ofthe carotenoid genes show no real effect under the influence ofheat stress,

(Figure 3.3 and Table 3.2).

During osmotic stress NCED3 and BOHasel are strongly up regulated while LUTI and ISPE
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are strongly down regulated. Carotenoid genes such as PSY ZEP, VDE, [3oHase2 and LCY13

are moderately up regulated while LUT5, GGPSI, DXS2. PNPase, DXR, LCYJ3 and LCYe are

moderately down regulated. The rest of the carotenoid genes show no effect under the influence

of osmotic stress (Figure 3.4) and Table 3.2. When carotenoid genes are exposed to salt stress

NCED3 is strongly up regulated whereas MAXI is strongly down regulated. The rest of the

carotenoid genes show no effect during the exposure to salt sffess. However when carotenoid

genes are placed under wounding stress all of the carotenoid genes except CCD4 and BOHase2

show no effect under wounding stress. CCD4 and BOHase2 are moderately down regulated,

(Figure 3.4 and Thble 3.2).
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Table 3.2: Overview of the differentially expressed carotenoid genes under different conditions namely, cold,

heat, ox salt and

The expression status of carotenoid genes are indicated in the last column and is taken from

the heat maps. Specific targeted genes are mentioned under either the up or down regulated

columns

Condition Exprecrion
Up-rcgulatcd Down-reguloted Exprcrrlon ilohrc

Cold
trcatment

NC:8D3, flOHasc2.
and ZEP

HDS.ISPF. CI,AI/DXS2
and Cl('D4

Strongll' erprcssed

BI,C\'. ZDS.
PNPase and ISPH

\tAx l. lPP2. 7.-lso.
PDS. C.C.DI vDE. t,(:\'S.
LL T5. poHnsel and PS\

I\lodera tcll' crp ressctl

Heat
treatment

C(rD4 and LC\'l.l \o clear pattern Stronglv expressed

Alnrost all genes
except pOIlase2
\-c'EDs & Lt_'Tl

ItA\l l\todera teh' erpressed

Ocmotlc
ctretc

NC'ED-1. & B
pOHesel

LI-'TI & ISPE Stronglv erpressed

PS\" ZEP.
pOHase2 \'DE.
LCl',c.

Lr. T5. \'DE. [-Lcl',.
LC'\'p. DXs2. PNPasc.
DXR & GCPSI

[Iodera telv ex;rressed

Srlt rtrcm }*CED3 \tAxl Stronglp' exprcssed

Woundlng :i/A \/A Stronglv expressed

)i/A (:CD.t & pOHase2 Ntoderateh'erpressed

Drought
f,trcic

NC:ED.1 PS\. Lr_rTs. !'DE. t,CYr.
r,cYfr.cr.Ar. LtrTr.
C'CD{

Stronglp' expressed

N/A PNPase. DXR. CGPSI.
BOHnse2. ESPE

[Iodera tell' expressed
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Figure 3.l: Heat map expression profiles of CBP genes across multiple experiments under cold stress.

Up regulation is shown in red, down regulation in green and no change is shown in black. The Figure shows

clustering profiles under multiple cold stress. Asterix(*) indicate the core carotenoid genes and their position on the

heat nrap and their location in the respective clusters. Genes that are afTected in the same manner under each of the

stresses are clustered together.
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Figure 3.2: Heat maps expression profiles of CBP genes across multiple experiments under drought stress.

Up regulation is shown in red, down regulation in green and no change is shown in black. The Figure shows

clustering profiles under drought stress. Asterix (*) indicate the core carotenoid genes and their position on the

heat map and their location in the respective clusters. Genes that are atTected in the same manner under each of the

stresses are clustered together.
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Figure 3.3: Heat maps expression profiles of CBP genes across multiple experiments under heat stress.

Up regulation is shown in red, down regulation in green and no change is shown in black. The figure shows

clustering profiles of CBP genes under multiple heat stress studies. Asterix (*) indicate the core carotenoid genes

and their position on the heat nrap and their location in the respective clusters. Genes that are atTected in the same

manner under each of the stresses are clustered together'.
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Figure 3.4: Heat maps expression profiles of CBP genes across multiple experiments under osmotic, oxidative,

salt and wounding stress. Up regulation is shown in red, down regulation in green and no change is shown

in black. The figure shows clustering proflles of CBP genes under osmotic, salt, oxidative and wounding stress.

Asterix (*) indicate the core carotenoid genes and their position on the heat map and their location in the respective

clusters. Genes that are afTected in the sanre manner under each of the stresses are clustered together.
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3.1.3 Expression profiling of core carotenoid genes

Expression profiles were generated for core carotenoid genes under various stimuli i.e. drought,

cold, heat, osmotic, oxidative, salt and wounding stress at different time poinis ranging from

0.5hrs-24hrs in both roots and shoots.

Drought Stress

The expression fold change of core carotenoid genes in shoots and roots at different time points

under drought stress are shown in Figure 3.5. CRTISO and ZDS display an approximate 4-

fold change in the expression of the shoot tissue throughout the time points in comparison to

the expression of core carotenoid genes in control sample of Arabidopsis thaliana (Figure 3.5)

(red bar graph). f3OHase2, the gene responsible for converting B carotene to zeaxanthin via

cryptoxanthin shows a 2-3 fold change in expression during time points O.5hrs-3hrs. Thereafter

a steep decline in fold change expression is observed and a fold change of less than I is prevalent

from 6hrs-24hrs in the shoot tissue. LUTI, the lutein deficient gene in Arabidopsis shows an

insignificant fold change throughout the time points except at time point 24hrs, where a fold

change of 2 is noted in shoot tissue. LCYe and LCYB only shows an increase in fold change

expression after l2hrs and continues to increase as time of exposure increases. In root tissue

there is a completely different expression profile, only LCYe, LCY[3 and ZDS shows a Z-fold

change in expression across time points. LUT5 shows a constant insignilicant fold change across

time points and the rest of the core carotenoid genes show a fold change of 1 throughout the time

points (Figure 3.5) (blue bar graph).
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Figure 3.5: Expression profiles of core carotenoid genes under drought stress. S ix time points 24hrs, I 2hrs, 6hrs,

3hrs, lhrs, 0.5hrs were taken into consideration as well as two tissue types: Shoots shown by red bar graphs and

roots shown by blue bal graphs.
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Cold Stress

The expression profile of core carotenoid genes in shoots and roots at different time points under

cold stress are shown in Figure 3.6. In shoot tissue, CRTISO, ZDS and BOHase2 show a fold

change in expression of higher than 2 across time points. At 3hrs ZDS shows a 9-fold change

in expression whereas CRTISO shows an insignilicant fold change at 3hrs as shown in Figure

3.6 (red bar graph). LCYc shows a 2-3 fold change in expression but this is only prevalent

after 12 hrs. PSY and PDS shows a 3-fold change at 3hrs and then drops to I for the rest of

the time points. The Lutein delicient gene LUTI again shows an insignilicant fold change in

expression throughout the time points. The rest of the core carotenoid genes show a l-fold change

in expression under cold stress as shown in Figure 3.6 (red bar graph). In root tissue, LCYB and

LCYc show a 2-fold change in expression across time points. l3OHase2 shows a 7-fold change

in expression after 24 hrs. The rest of the genes show a l-fold change in expression throughout

the time points as shown in Figure 3.6 (blue bar graph).
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Heat Stress

The expression fold change of core carotenoid genes in shoots and roots at different time points

under heat stress are shown in Figure 3.7. In shoot tissue, CRTISO, ZDS and BOHase2 show

a 2-4 fold change in expression across time points. LCY(3 and LCYe show a 2-fold change in

expression from l2hrs onwards. At 24hrs BOHasel and BOHase2 show an insignificant fold

change in expression. The rest of the carotenoid genes show a I -fold change in expression across

all time points as shown in Figure 3.7 (red bar graph). In root tissue LCYB and LCYe show

a2 or more fold change in expression across time points. ZDS shows a2-fold change across

time points. BOHase2 shows a 2-fold change in expression at l, 3,6 and l2 hrs. Thereafter a

fold change below 0.5 is observed for l3OHase2. The rest of the core carotenoid genes show an

insignificant fold change in expression across time point as shown in Figure 3.7 (blue bar graph)
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Osmotic Stress

The expression fold change of core carotenoid genes in shoots and roots at different time

points under osmotic stress are shown in Figure 3.8. In shoot tissue ZDS has a 5, 4,3, 4, 5 and

6-fold change in expression at 0.5hrs, lhr, 3hrs,6hrs, l2hrs and 24hrs respectively. CRTISO

and BOHase2have a2-fold change in expression at all time points except time points lhr and

l2hrs, where an increase of 3-fold is observed. After l2hrs of exposure CRTISO has a 3-fold

change in expression and BOHase2 has an insignificant fold change in the expression. The lutein

deficient gene LUTI has an insignificant fold change in expression across all time points. The

rest of the core carotenoid genes show a 1-fold change in expression across time points under

osmotic stress, (Figure 3.8) (red bar graph). In root tissue LCY13, LCYe, PSY and ZDS has a 2

or more fold change in expression. At 0.5hrs-lhr the lowest fold change in expression is observed

and it increases at time point 3hrs. [3OHase1 and BOHase2 has a 2-fold change but after 6hrs it

increases to a 3-fold change and continues to increase as the time of exposure increases. CRTISO

shows an insignificant fold change in expression across time points under osmotic stress which

is completely different to the reaction in shoots. The rest of the core carotenoid genes show an

insignificant fold change in expression as shown in Figure 3.8 (blue bar graph).
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roots shown by blue bar graphs.
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Oxidative, Salt and Wounding Stress

The expression fold change of core carotenoid genes in shoots and roots at different time points

under oxidative, salt and wounding stress are shown in Figure B.l,8.2, B.3 in A. CRTISO and

ZDS show a 2-3 fold change in expression, except at 24hrs where ZDS shows an increase in

expression to the value of 4-fold under oxidative stress. BOHase2 shows a2 and 3-fold change in

expression at 0.5hrs and 24hrs respectively. After 6hrs of exposure to oxidative stress BOHase2

show a decrease in fold change, after 6 hrs- l2hrs an insignificant fold change prevails. LCY13

and LCYe show a 2-3 fold change in expression after l2hrs and 24hrs of exposure to oxidative

stress. The lutein delicient gene remains insignificant throughout the time points except at time

point l2hrs where an increase in expression to the value of Z-fold, prevails. PSY and PDS shows

an increase in expression to the value of 2-fold, although the change is only prevalent after 24hrs.

The rest of the carotenoid genes show an increase to the value of I -fold across time points during

the exposure of oxidative stress, (Figure B.l , B.2, B.3 appendix B) (red bar graph). In root tissue

LCY13, LCYe and ZDS shows an increase in expression of 2 or more fbld under oxidative stress.

PSY shows an increase of 2-fold after lZhr and24lvs. BOHase2 shows an increase in expression

to the value of 2-fold after 24hrs, the rest of the core carotenoid genes show a l-fold increase

across the time points and under the exposure of oxidative stress (Appendix figure B.1in, B.2,

B.3B) (blue bar graph).

A general trend indicates that CRTISO, ZDS and BOHase2 showed similar expresion patterns

across all stimuli. ZDS had the highest fold change in expression, ranging 2-9 fold across stimuli

and time points, both in roots and shoots.Shoot expression intensities were higher than that of

roots.
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3.2 Co-expression and correlation analyses of carotenoid and

co-expressed genes

3.2.1 Co-expression analyses of core carotenoid genes

The co-expression analyses for the ten core carotenoid genes are represented by Venn diagrams

as shown in Figure B.4, B.5, and 8.6 in the Venn diagram section in B in appendix. From

the Venn diagrams, it is clear that certain gene lists share genes. Between 30 and 200 genes

are shared amongst the gene lists extracted from ACT and AITED-II. The list generated from

STRING does not share any genes with the lists from both ACT and ATTED-IL CRTISO has

the least number of genes shared equating to only 39 genes. However, PSY, the driver gene of

the carotenoid biosynthetic pathway, shares 96 genes between the two lists generated from the

online tools ACT and AITEDII and contains almost all the genes from the co-expressed gene list

(Figure B.6) in appendix B). A list of co-expressed genes can be found in appendix B.

3.2.2 Co-correlation analyses of carotenoid genes and their co-expressed

genes

A scatter plot showing the Pearson correlation (r-values) points of the co-expressed genes in

relation to two core carotenoid genes, PSY and LCY13 against the entire Arabidopsis thaliana

genome was plotted as shown by Figure 3.9. In the ligure red dots indicate the position of the

co-expressed genes associated with the core carotenoid biosynthetic pathway genes.

Co-expressed genes are positively co-correlated with PSY and LCYI3 and these genes are
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indicated by the red dots on the scatter plot and are labelled PSY and LCY respectively. The

co-expressed genes are localized in the top right hand corner of the graph (Figure 3.9). PSY

is shown on the z;-axis and LCY is shown on the g-axis which represents LCYJ3. To show a

co-corelation of co-expressed genes, the Pearson correlation coefficient is taken into consid-

eration. The correlation coeflicient ranges from - I to I , therefore, as the coefficient tends to

I the closer the co-expressed genes are correlated to the core carotenoid genes PSY and LCY.

All the co-expressed genes have a correlation coeflicient of 0.7 and above. Therefore, the the

co-expressed genes show a strong positive correlation to PSN which is the driver gene of the

carotenoid biosynthetic pathway. A detailed layout of the interaction between core carotenoid

genes and their co-expressed genes in CBP is represented in Figure 3.10 where correlation values

are indicated in brackets.

Co-expressed

PSY

-1.o -o.5 o.5 1,cl

!

a

o

LCY

1.o

o.6

0.6

o.4

-0.6

-o.B

-1.o

fPsr-l
T-L-Cn

Figure 3.9: Scatter plot shows expression correlation (r-value) of all Arabidopsis genes relative to PSY and

LCY (LCYB). Red dots are co-expressed genes associated with the carotenoid biosynthetic pathway genes. Co-

expressed genes show a strong positive correlation to PSY the driver gene of the carotenoid biosynthetic pathway
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Pyruvate+G3P

MEK(0.83)
MECPS(o.82)

HDS(o.81)
HDR(0.88)

DMAPP+ IPP

DxP52(0.86)
DxR(o.85)
MCr(o.84)

GGPP+GGPP

GGPPSl(0.89)

ccDl (0.89)

ABA

Figure 3. l0: Diagram of the CBP detailing the level of co-expression between core carotenoid genes and their

co-expressed genes.The pathways represented include the MEP pathway in the top most block in yellow, the GGPP

pathway in the middle yellow block and the carotenoid pathway in the light blue block. Reaction substrates and

products are represented in bold blue. Genes co-expressed with each of the core carotenoid genes are indicated in

red next to bold black arrows which indicate the direction of the enzymatic reactions. The numbers in parentheses

next to each of the co-expressed genes represent the expression correlation or the correlation coefficient (r'-value).

All r-values > 0.7 are listed in the figure. A list of all 86 co-expressed genes are available in B

,tir; r r-;rttJt:'
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3.3 Promoter content analyses, fuctional annotation and de

novo motif discovery

3.3.1 GO term enrichment and functional annotation of carotenoid genes

and their co-expressed genes

GO term enrichment was done in order to identify which functional annotations could be iden-

tified for both carotenoid genes and their co-expressed genes. By determining which GO terms

were enriched for the two groups of genes, a link could be made to identify involvement in biolog-

ical processes, molecular functions or cellular processes. This will thus give a clear understanding

of the functional relatedness of carotenoid genes and their co-expressed genes.

GO annotations were extracted for three categories namely, biological processes, molecular

function and cellular components. Under the category "biological processes" six GO terms were

enriched for both the carotenoid genes and their co-expressed genes. These GO terms include "re-

sponse to biotic and abiotic stimulus", "response to stress", "developmental processes", "trans-

port", "cell organization" and "biogenesis" "an electron transport" or "energy pathways". For the

category "cellular components" GO terms "chloroplasts", "plastids", "cytosol", "mitochondria"

and "plasma membrane" were enriched for both carotenoid genes and their co-expressed genes.

For the category "molecular function" only three GO terms were enriched for both sets of genes

these included "transferase activity", "protein binding" and "kinase activity". These results are

available in Figures 3.1 l, 3.12 and 3.l3
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Functlonrl Crtrgorlzrtlon by annot.tlon for : OO Blologlcal Proccrr

other metabolic processes: 31,157% ( raw value = 105 )

other cellular processes: 29,080h ( raw value = gB 
)

protein metabolism: 7 ,71 5% ( raw value = 26 )

response to abiotic or biotic stimulus: 7 .1220h ( raw value = 24 )

response to stress: 4 .451oh ( raw value = 15 )

unknorvn biological processes: 4 .4510/o ( ravv value = 1 5 )
cellor0anization and blogenesis:4.451% (rawvalue: l5 )

electron transport or energy pathways: 3,561 0/t ( raru valuc = I 2 )

transport 2.g67oh (rawvalue = l0 )
developmental processes: 2.9740h ( raw value = I )

other biological processes: 1 .780h ( raw value = 6 )
signal transduction: 0,80% ( raw value = 3 )

I
I
I

Figure 3. I I : Pie chart representation of GO terms enriched for co-expressed genes in comparison to the entire

Arabidopsis thalianct genome under the category biological processes.

lunctonel Cetrgorlzrtlon by lnnotltlon for : OO Crllulrr Componrnt

chloroplast 27,934% lrawvalue = lBB )

ofier lnracellular components', 22,81V0 ( raw value = 138 )
othcr eytoplasmic componants: 18.512% ( raruvaluc = 1121
plastid: 17.521% ( raru value = 106 )
otrer membranes: 8.099% [ raw value = 49 ]
extacellular; I 853% ( raw value = 10 )

nucleus: 0,826% ( rawvalue = 6 I
mihchondna: 0 826% ( ra,\6luc = 5 )

ribosomc: 0 496% ( rE$rvalua = 3 )
cell wall; 0,331% ( raw value = 2 )

plasma mambrane: 0.331% ( ratflvalue = 2 )

othcr callular compon.nb: 0.331% ( ra^/ valuc = 2 )
cytosol; 0.165% ( ra ,value = I )

Golgi apparails: 0.185% ( ra$/value = I )

t
I

Figure 3.l2: Pie chart representation of GO terms enriched for co-expressed genes in comparison to the entire

Arabidopsis thaliana genome under the category cellular components.
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Functlonal Catcgorlzatlon by rnnotatlon for : OO Molecular Functlon

other enzyme activity: 23,881 % ( raw value = 32 )

other binding: 15.6720h ( raw value = 21 )
hydrolase activity: 14.179oh (rawvalue = 10 )

unknown molecular functions: 14 ,179% ( raw value = 1 I )

DNA or RNA binding: I 209% ( raw value = 1 I )

protein binding: 5,070h ( raw value = I )

nucleotide blndlng: 5,224% (rawvalue = 7 )
transferase activity: 2,g85oh ( raw value = 4 I
other molecular functions: 2,g85oh ( raw valuc = 4 )
kinasc activity 2.23goh (rawvalue = 31

structural molecule activity: 2.239% ( raru value = 3 )

tranEporter activity: 1 A930h ( raw valua = 2 I
rcceptor binding or activity 0.7460h ( raw valua = I I

t
II

!
Figure 3.13: Pie chart representation of GO terms enriched for co-expressed genes in comparison to the entire

Arabido1tsis thaliana genome under the category Molecular function.

3.3.2 Identification of TFBMs present in promoters of carotenoid genes

Signilicance of transcription factor binding motifs were calculated using a hypo-geometric dis-

tribution and binding motifs with a p-value of <0.05 were selected. ATHENA the online web

tool for expression and network analyses allows for the visualisation of promoter regions in one

of two ways, compact or cartoon displays. Both displays visualize transcription factor (TF) bind-

ing sites, transcription start sites and predicted CpG islands. The compact display provides a

simple and intuitive view of the promoter sequences, while the cartoon display includes more

detail about the fine structure of the promoter and does improve the illustration of displaying

overlapping TF binding sites. For this section a compact visualization was used

An enrichment analyses was done to determine which TFBMs were enriched within promot-

ers of carotenoid genes in comparison to the entire Arabidopsis thaLiana genome. TFBMs and
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Figure 3.14: List of all the motifs identified in promoters of the 10 core carotenoid genes. Where column one

contains the p-values associated with the signiflcance of motifs. Column two represents the motif name. Column

three and four represents the number oi genes containing the motif where # gs is the amount of genes in the subset

and # gg is the number of genes in the genome.

their frequency of occurrence within the promoter regions of the carotenoid biosynthetic genes

are displayed in appendix A. The p-value associated with the prediction is also present within

in the table. In this study twenty key TFBMs have been identified as being specific to promot-

ers of carotenoid genes. These TFBMs have been shown to play a role in the regulation of the

carotenoi d biosynthetic pathway.

From the enrichment analyses a deflnite pattern emerges namely, the GBOXLERBCS, ATHB l,

AGATCONSENSUS, GATA and GBF transcription factor binding motifs show a 3-fold increase

in prevalence amongst carotenoid genes in comparison to the entire Arabidopsis thaliana genome.
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Motifs such as AIHB6, ABF's, ATHB5ATCORE and ABRE show a 2to2.25 fold increase. The

rest of the transcription factor binding motifs have an increase of I .2 to 1.7 fold increase in com-

parison to the A. thaLiana genome.
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Figure 3. l5: Enrichment analyses of miotifs bound in promoters of core carotenoid genes. Transcription factor

binding motifs fbr CBP genes relative to all the genes in Arabidopsis thaliana genomey On the x-axis is the motif

name and on the y-axis is the value of enrichment

3.3.3 de novo Motif Discovery

MEME motifs are represented by position-specific probability matrices that specify the probabil-

ity of each possible letter appearing at each possible position in an occurrence of the motif. These

are displayed as "sequence LOGOS", containing stacks of letters at each position in the motif.

The total height of the stack is the "information content" of that position in the motif in bits.

The height of the individual letters in a stack is the probability of the letter at that position multi-
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plied by the total information content of the stack. Ten motifs were identified as being significant

amongst carotenoid genes as shown in Figure 3.16. The first column in the figure contains the

motif identifier and the second column contains the E-value. The two motif logo present for each

motif represent the sequence of the motif and the reverse complement of the motif.

Identified motifs were scanned against known databases to determine the similarity of the

predicted motifs to known motifs that were previously identified. Column one illustrates the

motif number, column two includes the motif logos that represents the specific motif and column

three contains the genes that have been found to encompass these motifs.

Gene ids of the respective genes containing a specific motif are available in Figure 3.17 along

with the motif logo, number of matches and the motif identifier. The name (or number) iden-

tifying the motif in the input files is present in column one. The number of term predictions is

presented in column two and the top 5 specific GO annotation predictions for the motifs identified

in MEME are displayed in the third column. The GO terms associated with the respective motifs

are located in column three and are accompanied by the relevant functional category i.e. Bio-

logical process, molecular function and cellular component. Five of the six motifs that had GO

terms attached to them contained the GO term "transcription factor activity". Common GO terms

for the category "cellular components" include "chloroplast", "plasma membrane", "chloroplast

stroma". For the category "biological processes" common GO terms include, "regulation of tran-

scription", "positive regulation of transcription and translation" (Figure 3.1 8)
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Figure 3.16: List of identified motifs shared amongst carotenoid genes, and not identffied in carotenoid genes

in any other plant TFBM database queried. Where column I contains the motif name, column2 contains the .A-

value associated with the motif prediction, column 3 contains the motif logo and column 4 contains the logo for the

reverse compliment of the motif.
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Figure 3.17: Overview of gene identifiers containing the respective motifs identified through MEME. Where

column I contains the motife nurnber, column 2 contains the motif logo and column 3 contains the gene ids of genes

containing the motif.
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Figure 3.18: Overview of gene identifiers containing the respective motifs identified through MEME. Where

column I contains the nrotif name, column 2 contains the total number of GO tems predicted and column 3 contains

the top 5 GO terms predicted.
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Chapter 4

Discussion

4.1 Identification of putative conditions affecting carotenoid

gene expressron

The basic underlying mechanisms involved in the synthesis and accumulation of vital miner-

als may be understood by studying the complex biochemical pathways of a plant such as the

carotenoid biosynthetic pathway. The synthesis of minerals such as pro-vitamin A can be aided

by setting up a comprehensive knowledge base from biofortification studies. This knowledge

base can be useful in the process of increasing valuable nutrients in crops and in turn will be of

great value to the developing world. This is especially true for countries in Africa as their staple

diets are what they solely rely on for their nutrient intake. The identified genes of interest and

the information gained can be used to make informed decisions when aiming to biofortify crops.

The new found wealth of knowledge will also lead to the identification of tissues specific to de-

velopment of plants and will maximise the production of valuable nutrients such as pro-vitamin

A under harsh environmental conditions.

70
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4.1 Identification of putative conditions affecting carotenoid gene expression 7l

A list of 32 known carotenoid genes were identified as being genes involved in the carotenoid

biosynthetic pathway (CBP). These genes were identified from literature and only genes that were

experimentally validated as being involved in CBP and the synthesis of carotenoids were taken

into consideration.

The heat maps represent the expression proliles of all the known carotenoid genes. Differ-

ential expression of these genes are presented under the treatment of various abiotic and biotic

stresses. These stresses include, but are not limited to, cold, drought, heat, osmotic, oxidative,

salt and wounding. Most of the carotenoid genes are down regulated under the influence of the

above mentioned stresses. This indicates that carotenoid biosynthesis is switched off at the onset

of stress and therefore if these genes can be altered to become resistant to a particular stress then a

definite increase in carotenoid content may be achieved. From the heat maps, it is clear that genes

that have similar differential expression proflle are clustered together. This was evident under all

the above mentioned stress factors. Genes such as LCYe and ZDS are clustered together share

similar expression profiles with core carotenoid genes under the selected environmental stresses.

An important point to note is that at the onset of stress, PSY, the driver gene of the carotenoid

biosynthetic pathway was completely switched off. It was neither up nor down regulated and this

indicated that the carotenoid biosynthesis is halted at the onset of stress. NCED3, a carotenoid

gene as well as a gene implicated in drought tolerance, is highly up regulated across stimuli. This

suggests a strong link between neighbouring pathways and the carotenoid biosynthetic pathway.

A recent study by Meier et al., (2011) showed strong links between the carotenoid pathway,

ABA pathway, phytochrome pathway and the photosynthetic pathway, when looking at the co-

expression and promoter content ofcarotenoid genes and their co-expressed genes.
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CRTISO was found to be highly expressed in shoot tissue in comparison to root tissue by

Cazzonelli et al. (2010). This gene was identified as being a giberellin associated responsive

element as well as a light responsive element. By being a light responsive element many processes

and interactions come into play. For example, CRTISO is unique to carotenoid biosynthesis and

is responsible for the desaturation of l5-cis phytoene to all trans-lycopene (Lee et a\.,2007). Its

expression is also seen as tissue specific as it is more highly expressed in shoots than in roots

according toCazzonelli et al. (2010), and this is evident in our study as well . CRTISO is more

highly expressed in tissue that is rapidly dividing and growing i.e. tissue such as shoots. This

gene is also highly expressed in photosynthetic and floral male reproductive tissues. As a result of

shoots being a photosynthetic tissue, it is therefore, more likely that expression levels of CRTISO

are found to be higher in shoots than in roots throughout our study. This suggests that CRTISO

is therefore essential for delining plant development and architecture.

Gene expression profiling was carried out to see the effect of various stimuli on carotenoid

biosynthetic pathway genes. The initial aim of the gene expression prof,ling experiment was to

determine which of the stimuli were most affecting carotenoid biosynthetic genes. A method

of ranking these genes was determined, that is using fold change. The calculated fold change

expression values were plotted in order to determine a ranking order for abiotic stress factors

affecting carotenoid biosynthesis.

From these analyses, it is clear that certain stimuli have a larger effect on carotenoid genes

than others. Drought and cold stress exposure for a period of 24hrs shows a continuous up

regulation ofcore carotenoid genes in both root and shoot tissue. In the shoot tissue, a increase of

4-fold was observed for drought stress, while for roots a 3 fold expression was observed. Similar
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patterns were seen in cold stress, however it is important to note that a 9 and 7-fold increase

was seen in shoots and roots respectively which is much higher than the fold change expression

for drought stress. These findings are concurrent with those found by Kilian et al. (2007). It

is however important to note that Kilian and others investigated the overall gene expression for

arabidopsis and did not investigate carotenoid biosynthesis directly.

An increase in expression was also observed amongst the other abiotic stress factors heat,

osmotic, oxidative, salt and wounding, although it was not to the degree that was observed for

cold and drought stress. Under heat, oxidative and wounding stress the expression levels observed

in the roots was nearly insignificant, indicating an almost identical expression pattern to that of

the control samples. This finding is different to the finding by Kilian and others (2007) as they

found a significant increase in expression for all stimuli including wounding. Here we show that

wounding does not have significant effect on carotenoid biosynthetic gene expression, suggesting

that wounding does not significantly affect the expression of carotenoid genes. Meier et al. (2Ol l)

showed a significant effect in genes exposed to osmotic stress, whereas our finding indicated

otherwise. This could be due to the fact that that I looked at only the core carotenoid genes and a

global picture was not established in this study.

In general, gene expression induced as a result of abiotic stress occurs at a rapid pace. The

first changes in expression was observed only 0.5hrs after stress was applied across all conditions.

These immediate changes were seen in both roots and shoot tissue. This observation leads to the

idea that an immediate systemic signal from the roots and shoots is transferred to the rest of the

plant organs.

The overall gene expression varies considerably when looking at all the stimuli. A striking
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example is the elevated levels of gene expression under the continuous application of drought

and salt stress for 24trs. It is clear that the plant is capable of coping with high salt conditions

and dehydration for a long period of time. These findings are indicative that the plant is able to

identify ionic stressors and responds accordingly at a global gene expression level.

4.2 Co-expression and correlation analyses of carotenoid genes

and their co-expressed genes

4.2.1 Co-expressionanalyses

Three online web tools namely, STRING, AITED-II and ACT were used to identify genes that

were co-expressed with known carotenoid genes. The core carotenoid genes Nl5Gl7230 (PSY),

Nt4Gt4ztO (pDS), AT1G06820 (CRTTSO), AT1c10230 (LCy[3),

N14G25700 (BOHasel), AI5G52570 (BOHase2), ATlG31800 (LUT5), AI3G53l30 (LUTI),

AT3G04870 (ZDS) and AT5G57030 (LCYe) were used as driver genes in each of the instances.

Eighty six co-expressed genes were identified based on their correlation r-values and protein

protein interactions. From the three gene lists obtained from each of the online tools, it is clear

that for all the core carotenoid genes, between 50-300 genes were shared between the lists derived

from ACT and AITED-II. The list from STRING however, does not share any genes with either

of the other two lists (ACT and AITED-II). This finding is the complete opposite of what we had

hoped for.

The reason for this can be explained in three parts. Firstly, STRING (version 8) is based pri-

marily on protein-protein interaction between genes. Secondly, STRING takes the protein-protein
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interactions between core carotenoid genes and their co-expressed genes into consideration rather

than the comelation coefficient, which ACT and ATTED-II uses. Thirdly, after further investiga-

tion it was found that this version of STRING used did not contain any co-expression data for

the carotenoid biosynthetic pathway genes. Therefore, the co-expressed gene lists retrieved for

the core carotenoid genes were based on the involvement in secondary pathways that are more

effectively characterized in comparison to the carotenoid pathway. The identified lists were com-

pared to determine which genes were co-expressed in common to all of the core carotenoid genes.

A list of 86 genes were identified, common to the gene lists. This list formed the catalogue of

co-expressed genes for core carotenoid biosynthetic pathway genes.

4.2.2 Correlation analyses

PSY was used as a driver gene in expression correlation analyses against the entire Arabidopsis

thaltana genome for expression (transcript levels) averaged across 400 stimuli conditions and

developmental stages making our study more robust than Meier et al., (201 1) which only focused

on 320 stimuli. LCYp was identified as being the top ranked correlated carotenoid pathway

gene. The correlation r-values for the entire Arabidopsis genome were plotted against PSY and

LCY13 as shown in Figure 3.9. A group of 86 co-expressed genes shown in this figure illustrates

a strong positive correlation between PSY the driver gene of the carotenoid biosynthetic path-

way and co-expressed genes indicated by red dots. These results suggest the presence of global

transcriptional regulators that control co-expression. A similar study was carried out by Meier er

al.,(2011), where they observed a list of 50 genes co-expressed with only PSY the driver gene of

the carotenoid biosynthetic pathway correlation analyses. The rest of the core carotenoid genes
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were not tested in their study.
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4.3 Promoter content analyses, fuctional annotation and de

novo motif discovery

This section is divided into three subsections. Subsection one and two will cover promoter con-

tent and functional enrichment analyses where the 32 known carotenoid gene ids were used as

the input for AIHENA and TAIR. Subsection three focusses on de novo motif discovery and uses

the sequences of the promoter proximal regions as input for MEME suite.

4.3.1 Enrichmentanalyses

The promoter visualisation tool allowed for identification of the specific location of predicted

transcription factors. The significance of each of the transcription factors was calculated using

a hyper-geometric distribution and this selected only those transcription factors which were en-

riched within the test dataset to be identified. Among the identified TFBMs 20 were significantly

(ATHENA p-value <0.05) enriched amongst the carotenoid biosynthetic pathway genes. These

factors were thus seen as candidate regulatory elements that may co-ordinate carotenoid biosyn-

thesis

The most prevalent transcription factors present in promoters of carotenoid genes are in-

volved in light (GAPBOX, GBOX, ABRE, GAIA, ABF's) ABA (ABRE-like, ACGT ABRE

Motif A2OSEM, Z-BOX, ABF's) and were found to be development responsive. Other factors

include GA (GAREAI and GADONAI ) cold, hypoxia and hormone response and are in agree-

ment with the heat maps. The transcription factors identified through the enrichment analyses

identified specific stimuli that were involved in carotenoid biosynthesis. Light stress is one of
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the stimuli that was tagged as having a significant effect on carotenoid biosynthesis. Light is an

important factor with regard to photosynthesis and it is one of the key elements for this process

as it aids in the production of various end products within the plant. The G-boxlerbcs is the

most highly enriched TFBM within the carotenoid subset and found upstream of all light induced

carotenoid genes, and is specifically induced under the stimulation of light stress. This finding

is consistant with lindings from Meier et al., (201I ), where a GBOX was identified as being en-

riched amongst the promoters of co-expressed genes. These finding indicate that the G-boxlerbcs

is key to the regulation of both carotenoid genes as well as their co-expressed genes, however, it is

important to note that the GBOX is not the only motif with the capability of regulating carotenoid

biosynthesis.

4.3.2 GO annotation and functional enrichment

GO annotation and functional enrichment revealed that both carotenoid genes and co-expressed

genes share commonly enriched terms throughout the three categories namely biological pro-

cesses, molecular function and cellular components. Terms such as response to abiotic or biotic

stimulus and development processes suggest that these genes may share an underlying regulatory

mechanism as genes in both carotenoid and co-expressed groups have similar GO terms enriched

This finding shows that carotenoid genes and their co-expressed genes are tightly co-expressed

and validates our previous finding from correlation analyses above. Under the category of cellular

components, GO annotations such as chloroplasts, cytosol and plastids were most prevalent. This

Iinding is to be expected as carotenoid biosynthesis is localised to the regions of the plastid and

cytosol. Plastidal and cytosolic activity is of high importance for the biosynthesis of carotenoids.
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These results also suggest that genes involved in the carotenoid biosynthetic pathway are chloro-

phyll dependent

4.3.3 de novo motif discovery

A total of 10 motifs were identified amongst the promoter proximal regions of the carotenoid

genes.The associated E-value for each motif is statistically significant (E-value < l) indicating

that these motif predictions are highly accurate. These predicted motifs were aligned against

known motifs from various databases and were found to be structurally similar with an offset of

2-7bp. To further determine if our motifs were valid predictions and to identify de novo predic-

tions we scanned the motifs against the plant database in GOMO of the MEME suite to identify

GO terms associated with each motif. Six of the l0 motifs namely 7,10,2,3,4 and 5 had GO an-

notations such as transcription factor activity, transcriptional regulation and chloroplasts attached

to them, suggesting that the motifs identified were involved in similar regulatory processes and

that they share biological function. The rest of the significant GO terms associated with these

six motifs are present in Figure 3.18. The 4 remaining motifs had no signilicant GO term at-

tached to them after being scanned against the plant database in GOMO. This suggests that these

predictions might be de novo motifs. The 4 remaining motifs were also scanned against the

JASPAR core database of known cl.s elements and were found to be structurally similar but not

identical with an off set of 2-7bp to known motifs namely, IRF I , IRF2, TBF I , HAPZ, NDT80,

FKHI, SPT23, FOXF2, brZ3 and ct. This linding further suggests that these 4 motifs are novel

(Tanaka et a1.,1993; Pozner et aI.,2000; Noh er a1.,2004 Lin et a1.,2005 Hollingsworth, 2008;

Cui et a\.,2009). The known motifs mentioned above are all involved in the transcription process
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Chapter 5

Conclusion and future work

5.1 Research contributions and limitations

Throughout this thesis a number of topics were discussed and researched in chapter I . A com-

prehensive compilation of literature was done on the area of carotenoid research. Chapter two

covered the analyses of microarray data with regards to carotenoid gene expression to identify

environmental stimuli and genes that were key to carotenoid gene expression and carotenoid

biosynthesis. Chapter three covered an encompassing co-expression analysis and co-correlation

analyses to identify genes that were co-expressed and correlated with carotenoid genes. Chapter

4 covered a promoter content analyses of carotenoid genes as well as their co-expressed genes to

identify putative elements affecting carotenoid gene expression.

5.1.1 Expressionprofiling

Thirty two genes have been identified as being involved in the carotenoid biosynthetic pathway.

Some of the genes involved in the carotenoid biosynthetic pathway are also involved in three
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other pathways namely, MEP, GGPP and mevalonate pathway. Genes from these pathways have

been implicated in the carotenoid biosynthetic process.

Carotenoid genes are strongly differentially expressed depending on the stress type. NCED3

was the most strongly stress-inducible gene in almost all stress conditions except heat and wound-

ing treatments. NCED3 expression contributes to ABA biosynthesis and stress tolerance . Other

important up-regulated carotenoid genes include [3Ohase2 and ZEP. PSY, LUT5, VDE, LCYe

and ISPE are mostly down-regulated genes during stress. All of the conditions except wounding

stress induces a significant influence on the carotenoid biosynthetic pathway genes.

Gene expression induced by abiotic stress occurs at a rapid pace. The first changes in the gene

expression were seen on 0.5hrs after the application of stress. Elevated expression levels were

prevalent in both root and shoot tissue. These findings are indicative that an immediate systemic

signal is sent to the rest of the plant in the form of stress. These signals thus allow the plant to

respond accordingly at a global gene expression level.

5.1,.2 Correlation and co-expression analyses

Genes co-expressed with core carotenoid genes were identified from three publicly available

databases. A list of eighty six genes were identified to be co-expressed with carotenoid genes.

A co-correlation between two core carotenoid genes and the list of 86 co-expressed genes re-

veals a tightly positive correlation to PSY the driver gene of the carotenoid biosynthetic pathway.

These results suggest that core carotenoid genes and their co-expressed genes share common

regulatory elements.
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5.1.3 Promoter content analyses and functional enrichment

Promoter content analyses of carotenoid genes and their co-expressed genes allowed for an ar-

ray of transcription factor binding motifs (TFBM) prevalent in promoters of carotenoid genes

to be identilied. The most enriched TFBMs found in the promoter regions of the carotenoid

biosynthetic pathway genes show a 1.25-3 fold increase in prevalence with a p-value of < 0.05.

these TFBM are involved in a number of responses. For example the motifs GAPBOX, GBOX,

ABRE, GATA and ABF's are involved in light responsiveness, ABRE-like, ACGT ABRE Motif

A2OSEM, Z-BOX, ABF's are involved in the ABA process. Other important factors include GA

(GAREAT and GADOWNAI), cold, hypoxia and hormone treatments, which is in agreement

with the heat map results.

GO annotation was done to determine if there were any underlying functions that were shared

between carotenoid genes and their co-expressed genes. Similar GO terms were found to be en-

riched for carotenoid biosynthetic pathway genes and their co-expressed genes, using the Ara-

bidop.sis thaliana genome as a background. These findings are consistent across all three cate-

gories namely, biological processes, molecular function and cellular components. These results

indicate that carotenoid biosynthetic pathway genes and their co-expressed genes are involved in

similar functions. These findings are also in accordance with the enrichment analyses.

5.1.4 de novo motif discovery

Meme identilied l0 motifs present in the UTRs of carotenoid genes. The associated .E-value for

each motif is very low E < 1 indicating that these motif predictions are highly accurate . Six
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of the l0 motifs had GO annotations such as "transcription factor activity", "transcriptional reg-

ulation" and "chloroplasts" attached to them, suggesting that the motifs identified were involved

in similar regulatory processes and that they share biological function. The 4 remaining motifs

had no significant GO term attached to them after being searched against the plant database in

GOMO. This suggests that these predictions might be novel motifs. The known motifs are in-

volved in transcription and because our predicted motifs are structurally similar it could suggest

that our motifs are implicated in the same biological processes. A further suggestion could be

made that these 4 predicted motifs are specific to carotenoid genes and are directly involved in

the regulation of carotenoid biosynthesis.

5.2 Future work

Future prospects of this project encompasses many areas some of which include: experimen-

tally validating the linding from the in-silico studies, in particular detecting mutants of the 4

novel motifs. Although much work has been covered within the realms of this study a lot still

needs to be done to fully understand the mechanism by which genes are regulated within the

carotenoid biosynthetic pathway. Furthermore promoter motif analyses of the 86 co-expressed

genes will lead to a more comprehensive understanding of the underlying mechanisms involved

in controlling the CBP and will allow for the further characterisation of the carotenoid biosyn-

thetic pathway. Another aspect of expanding this project would include biofortification of staple

crops (maize and sorghum) within Africa, in order to increase carotenoid content. Biofortification

along with advances in plant science such as biotechnology can provide novel traits for breeding

that are not currently available. It is for this reason that biofortification can be directly attributed
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to an expansion in nutrigenomics and thus exemplifies the power and potential benefits of this

process. By doing this, production and conversion of vitamins will increase and therefore the

global problem of vitamin deficiencies such as VAD may be addressed.
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Appendix A

Supplementary material for Chapter 2

Chapter Perl scripts

col.pl

# ! /usr/bin /perl #
+#######+#####+######++###########+########+################+##############

#Author: Firdous Khan
#Christoffels lab
#South African National Bloinformatics Instltute
#University van wes-kaapland
+#######+############+#####+######+#####+#################++##########+###+
##
#Generates a tab delimited file of microarray data signals and gene name #
+#######+###########++#++++#######+####+####+##+###########+#############++

use stricti
use warningsl

#check if a file lnput exit for sanity purposes
if (GARGV I:1)
{

print STDERR "peTI coIumn.pI <filename>\n";
exit (1);

)

#Assigns flle to a variable
my $infile: $ARGv[0];

#Associates a file handle to file and opens file
open (IF, $infile) | | die "cannot open $infile: $ ! ";

#Takes each line in fil-e as and array
my Gline: <IF>;

#
#
#
#
#

open (OF, ">signa1. csv" ) I
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#Closes files so
close IE;

that ls can be accessed by other program

#loops over each llne in flle
foreach my $Iine (Gline)
{

#Removes the new fine character at the end of each line
chomp $11ne;
#Slits each line into an array using tab meta-character
my GcoI : split (/\L/, $11ne),
#print the following Iines by the indices
print oF $co1[0] ."\t".$cof [1] ."\t".$coL[14] .'\t'

. $cof [18] . *\t" . $col 122) ." \t". $cof 126l ." \t". $cof [30] . "\t"

.$col [34] .'\t".Scol [38] .'\t".$col l42l ."\t".$col [46] . "\t'

. $col- [50] . "\t" . $col [54 ] .'\t" . $cof [5B] .'\t" . $co] [ 62 ]

."\tu.$col [66] ."\t".$col [70] .'\t".$col l14) ."\t".$co] [78]

. "\t'.$col [82) ."\t".$col [86] .'\t".$col [90] . "\tu

. $col [ 94 ] .'\t" . $cof [ 98] . "\t" . $col Ll02l ."\t" . $col t106l . u \t" . "\n" ;
]

close OF,'

ave.pl

# !,/usr/bin/per1 +

###+####+#+####+++++######++#############++++#++############++####++####+###+
#Author: Firdous Khan +
#Chrlstoffels 1ab +

#South African National Bioinformatlcs Institute #
#Universlty van wes-kaapland #
########+##+###+++#+#+####+########+++###+++##++############++##++#+#########
#Generates a tab deflmited flfe of microarray data signals and gene name +

#+######+########+########++#########+####++##++#####+##########++++#######
* i ^r .uJg JLra!L,

use warnings;

#check if a file input exit for sanity purposes
if (LQARGV !:1)
{

prlnt STDERR "per1 ave.pI (fifename>\n";
exit(1);

)

#Assigns frle to a variable
my $infile : $ARGV[0];

#Assoclates a fife handfe to fil-e and opens file
open (IF, $infile) I I die "cannot open ginf1le: $ l ";
open (OF, ">signaL. csv" ) ;

#1oops over each Iine in fil-e
while (<IF>) {

my $line : $_;
#prlnt u....$llne.. .\n";
#Remones the new fine character at the end of each Iine
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chomp $line;
#Splits each line into an array using tab meta-character
my Gcol : split (/\L/, $tine);
next unless ($col[2] :-/AT/);
#print the following lines by the indices

#prints gene name
my $gname : ($col [2] );

#ave replicates for shoots 0.5h
my $ave_sh_0_5 : ($col [14] +Scol tl9l) /2;
my $pval_sh_0_5 : ($co:- [16] +gco1 t20ll /2;
#ave replicates for roots 0.5h
my $ave_rt_O_5 : ($col l22l+$cott26l) /2;
my $pval_rt_O_5 : ($col [24] +$cot l2?l) /2;

#ave replicates for shoots th
my $ave_sh_1 - ($co1 [30] +$6q1 l31l) /2;
my $pval_sh_1 : ($co1;321 +$col 136)) /2;
#ave replicates for roots th
my $ave-rt_1 : ($co] [38] +$cot la2)) /2;
my $pval_rt_1 : ($col [40] +$col laa)l /2;

#ave replicates for shoots 3h
my $ave_sh_3 : ($coI [46] +gcoI l50l) /2;
my $pva1_sh_3 : ($co1 1481+$coLl52)\ /2.
#ave repllcates for roots 3h
my $ave_rt_3 - ($coI [54] +9661 l5B)) /2;
my $pva1_rt_3 : ($cor 1561 +$s61 160)l /2;

#ave replicates for shoots 6h
my $ave_sh_5 : ($col 1521+$col166ll /2;
my $pva1-sh_5 : ($co1 1641+$coI 168l) /2;
#ave replicates for roots 6h
my $ave_rt_6 - ( $co1 [ 70 ] +gcol l1 Al ) / 2;
my $pval_rt_5 = ($col [72] +gcol t]6)) /2;

#ave replicates for shoots 12h
my $ave-sh_72 : ($cor J78l +$col l]2l) /2'
my $pval_sh_l2 : ($co][80]+$cot 184)) /2.
#ave replicates for roots 12h
my $ave_rL_12 : ($co] [86] +$col l9a)\ /2;
my $pval_rL_L2 : ($co1 [BB] +Scot t92)) /2;

#ave replicates for shoots 24h
my $ave-sh_24 : ($co1 [94] +$col 198)\ /2;
my $pva1-sln_24 : ($col[96]+$coL tl]0l\ /2;
#ave replicates for roots 24h
my $ave_rt_24 : ($co1;1021 +$col tl]6)l /2;
my $pva1_rL_24 - ($col[104]+$coI tlABll /2;

print OF $gname. "\tu. $ave_sh_O_S. "\t". $pval_sh_0_5. "\t"
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close OF;

$ave-rt-0-5."\t'. $pvaI-rt-0-5. "\t". $ave-sh-1. "\t"
. $pval_sh_1.'\tu . $ave_rt_1."\t". $pval-rt-1. "\t".
$ave-sh-3. "\t". $pval-sh-3. "\t'. $ave-rt-3. "\t"

. $pva1-rt-3. "\t". $ave-sh-6. "\t". $pvaI-sh-5. "\t".
$ave-rt-5."\tu . Spval-rt-5. "\t'. $ave-sh-12. u\tu
. $pval-sh-12. "\t". $ave-rt-12. "\t". $pva1-rt-l2. "\t"
. $ave-sh-24. "\t'. $pval-sh-24. "\t"
. $ave-rt-24. "\t". $pva1-rt-24. "\n"i

##+######+###+########+##########+#####+##############++#4#
# Plots the Fold change bar graphs +

extract.pl

#t /:usr /brnlperl #
###+++##+######+##+################+#####++++##+######+#++#######++#####+##
##
#Author: Eirdous Khan #
#Christoffels fab #

#South African National Bioinformatics Institute #
#University van wes-kaaptand #
+##############+#++################++####++++##+####+####+##++##++#####++#+
#
#

#
Generates a tab delimlted fife of mean signals in roots and shoots
for coex genes

####the same can be done for alL stimull

#
#
+

+##+#+##+######+#++######################++++##+######+#+###+####+#########

##reading in file and removing the "".
##afso sending it to a new fife caIled coex id
cat. new_genes.csv I sed's/"//g' > coex.id.txt

### Reads in the coex.id.txt file and searches the carvl db in cold
###table for aII ids in the coex.id.txt file
./mysqlfetch.sh coex.ld.txt cold carvl > coex_col-d.txt

###takes the output file and oonly select fines starting with "AT" and
###places it in a new file called coex_cofd.2
grep 'AT' coex_coId.txt > coex_cofd.2.LxL

R script

Fold-change.r

########+######+++#+#############+#+#+###+++++++###+++#####
#Author: Firdous Khan +
#Chrlstoffels lab #
#South African Nationaf Bioinformatics Institute #
#University van wes-kaapland #
##+###+#+#######++#########+#######+++###++#+#++####+##+##+
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##
####+++######+######+############+######+########++###+##

##converting csv-txt and removing unnecessary delimlters

sed ' s/" / /g' firdous_foldchange_cold_shoots. csv > firdous-foldchange-cold-shoots.txt
rm f irdous_cold_time_shoots . csv

library ( Iattice)

? g etwd

getwd ( )

input:read.table (fi1e:file.choose O, header:T, sep:n\trt)

/home/ firdous/flrdous_R_plots_work/firdous_foldchange_cofd_shoots.txt

attach (input)

barchart(Gene.Name - EC I Time, data:input, coI : "blue",
main:"Expression of Core Carotenoid Genes under CoId
Stress at different time points", ylab:"Carotenoid Gene",
., 1 -H-nc^tr \xldu- IU ,/

barchart(EC - Gene.Name i Tj-me, data:input, col:"red", horizontal:EALSE,
scales:list (x:Ilst(rot=90) ), main:"Expression fold change of Core
Carotenoid Genes in shoots at different time points under Cofd stress
" , xlab:r'Carotenoid Gene", ylab:r'FCtr)

barchart(EC - Gene.Name I Time, data:input, col:"blue",
horizontaf:FALSE, scal-es:fist(x:l1st (rot:90) ), main:"Expresslon fofd
change of Core Carotenoid Genes in roots at different time points
under Col-d stress ", x1ab:"Carotenoid Gene", ylab:"FC" )

barchart(Gene.Name " FC I Time, data:lnput, sel:'rpurplerr, layout
:c(6,1), main:'rExpression of Core Carotenoid Genes under Cofd Stress
at Different Time points", ylab:r'Gene", xfab:"EC")

barchart (FC - Gene.Name I Time, data:input, ssl:rrgree Drrr
horizontal:FALSE, scales:l-ist (x:Iist (rot:90) ) , fayout:c (L,6) ,
main:"Expression fold change of Core Carotenold Genes under Cofd
Stress at different Time points in shoots", xfab-"Carotenoid Gene", ylab-"EC")

barchart.(Gene.Name " Expression I Time, data:input, col-"purple",
layout :c(6,1), main:"Expression of Core Carotenoid Genes under Cold
Stress at Different Time poj-nts", ylab="Gene", xlab:"EC")

rm ( lnput )

#########+########++######++#####+#+++###+#+###+####+########+###+++#######
##
#Author: Flrdous Khan #
#Chrlstoffefs fab #

#South African National Bioinformatics Institute #
#University van wes-kaapland #
###+######+####+#+++#############+#+####+++++##+####++######+####+###+#####
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+#########+###++########+#####+++++###+####++####+####+++
##
# Pfots the Fold change bar graphs ##+
+#############++########+#####+++#####+++########+####+++

##converting csv-txt and removing unnecessary dellmiters

####Shoots

sed 's/" / /q' firdous-foldchange_cofd_shoots.csv > firdous-foldchange-cold-shoots.txt

sed 'sl, /\L/g' firdous_foldchange_cold_shoots.txt > firdous_foldchange-cofd-shoots

## # #Root s

sed 's/" / /g' firdous-foldchange_coId_roots.csv > flrdous_foldchange_cofd-roots.txt

sed 'sl , /\t/g' firdous_foldchange_cold_roots.txt > firdous_foldchange-co1d-roots

##Initialize R

R

Iibrary (Iattice)

### Make sure you are in the directory where the files are ##

input:read.table (f1le:fite.choose (), header:T, sep:tr\t")

##file name shoots

fi rdous_fo1 dchange_co Id_shoot s

###file name roots

fi rdou s_fo Idchange_col d_root s

/home / f i rdou s / f i rdous_R_plot s_work /

attach ( input )

+## Plotting the graph for shoots

barchart(EC - Gene.Name I Time, data:input, coI="red",
horizontaI:EALSE, scaLes:list (x:list (rot:90) ), main:"Expression fold
change of Core Carotenoid Genes in shoots at different time points
under Cold stress ", xl-ab:"Carotenoid Gene", ylab:"FoId Change")

### Plotting the graph for roots
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barchart(EC - Gene.Name I Time, data:input, cof:"blue",
horizontaf:FALSE, scales-fist (x:1ist (rot:90) ), main="Expression fofd
change of Core Carotenoid Genes in roots at different time points
under CoId stress ", xfab:"Carotenoid Gene", ylab:"FoId Change")

rm ( lnput )

promoter content analyses
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Table A. l: Predicted TFBMs present amongst the carotenoid gene list in comparison to the entire A.

rhaliana genome. Abbreviations used in the table are as fbllowsToPBS-percentage of promoters bound

in the subset, # of GS-number of genes present in subset with bound promoters, TaPBG- percentage of
promoters bound in the genome, #GG-number of genes in genome with bound promoter.
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UTR.pl

# I /usr/bin/per1 #

#++++###+#+#####+++#################++###+++++++########++#+#+#####+#######

#Author: Firdous Khan
#Christoffels lab
#South African Nationaf Bioinformatics Instltute
#University van wes-kaapland

#

#

#

+

#

MYB{ hrtrJrnA srle n{rl
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+##+####+#+##++#####+++++#########+##########+##+##+######++#######+#####+#
++
#Generates a tab delimited file of microarray data signals and gene name #

+####+#############+###+#+##+##++#+###+######+###########+######++#+######+

use strict;
use warnings;

94

open
open

(rN, "$ARGV[0]");
(OUT, rt>tt, "$ARGV[0]_out") ;

LINE:
while (<IN>) {

my $Iine : $_;
chomp ($l-ine);

if ($line :- /^ (\>) /) {

print OUT $line.'_5UTR' . "\n";
next LINE,'

)

efse {

$fine -- s/^ (.{20a0}) / / ;
prlnt OUT $Jine."\n";

)

mean-1.pI

# I /usr/bin/perl #

###+###########+++#####++++#+###++##+++##+++##++#####+###+###########++++#+
##
#Author: Firdous Khan #

#Christoffels fab #

#South African Nationaf Bioinformatics Institute +

#University van wes-kaapland #
#+#++###+#++#####+#+#############+#######+#+++#+#######+####++#####+#######
##
#Generates a tab dellmlted flle of mean signals and spot ld and probename #
####+######+###++#########################+#+#############+##+#####+#######
use strict;
use warnings;

#Absofute path of infile2
my $infile2 = n /home/user,/signal. csv";

open (IF2, $infil2) l l die "cannot open $infile2:$!";
open (OE2, tt>mean. csvtt) I
my Gline2 : <IE2>i
foreach my $Iine2 (Gline2)
{
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#Remones the new line character at the end of each Iine
chomp $1ine2;
#Slits each line into an array using tab meta-character
my Gco12 : split (/\L/, $llne2);
my Sspotid : sh i lLGcoI2;
my $probename : shiftGcol2;
my $Ien :scaIarGcol2;
my $total - 0;
while (my $num - shrftGcol2)
t

$total +: $num ;

)

my $mean : $tota],/$len;
print OE2 $spotid.'\t". $probename. "\t". gmean. "\n";
)

close OE2
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Figure B.l: Expression profiles of core carotenoid genes under oxidative stress. Six time points 24hrs, l2hrs,

6hrs, 3hrs, I hrs, 0.-5hrs were taken into consideration as well as two tissue types Shoots shown by red bar graphs and

roots shown by blue bar graphs.
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Figure B.2: Expression profiles of core carotenoid genes under salt stress. Six time points 24hrs, l2hrs,6hrs,

3hrs, I hls, 0.5hrs were taken into consideration as well as two tissue types Shoots shown by led bar graphs and roots

shown by blue bar graphs.
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Figure B.3: Expression profiles of core carotenoid genes under wounding stress. Six time points 24hrs, 12hrs,

6hrs, 3hrs, I hrs, 0.5hrs were taken into consideration as well as two tissue types Shoots shown by red bar graphs and

roots shown by blue bar graphs.
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Venn diagrams
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list3 996

(a) LUTI (b) LUT5

Figure B.4: Venn diagrams of LUTI, LUT5 and their co-expressed genes. Each of the coloured circles represent

a co-expressed gene list 3 (yellow) co-expressed genes produced using ACI list 2 (light blue) co-expressed list

produced by ATTED-II list I (dark blue) co-expressed genes produced by STRING. Overlapping of circle show the

number of genes shared between respective lists.
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listl llst2
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list3 905

(a) [3OHase I
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Figure B.5: Venn diagrams of BOHasel, [3OHase2, CRTISO, ZDS and their co-expressed genes. Each oi
the coloured circles represent a co-expressed gene list 3 (yellow) co-expressed genes produced using ACI list 2

(light blue) co-expressed list produced by ATTED-II list I (dark blue) co-expressed genes produced by STRING.

Overlapping of circle show the number of genes shared between respective lists.
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Figure 8.6: Venn diagrams of LCYe, LCY|3, PSY, PDS and their co-expressed genes. Each of the coloured

circles represent a co-expressed gene list 3 (yellow) co-expressed genes produced using ACT, list 2 (light blue) co-

expressed list produced by ATTED-II list I (dark blue) co-expressed genes produced by STRING. Overlapping of
circle show the number of genes shared between respective lists.
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List of co-expressed genes
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